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DECEPTION & MISDIRECTION
WHO FACT-CHECKS THE FACT-CHECKERS?
By Dr. Steven J. Allen
It appears that “fact-checkers” have one thing in common:
They lie.
The latest evidence comes from documents released by
WikiLeaks revealing Hillary Clinton’s private speech for
Brazilian bankers, for which she was paid $225,000 by
Itau BBA, a unit of Itau Unibanco Holding, Brazil’s largest
private-sector bank. Her remarks followed by eight months
a speech by Bill Clinton for which the Brazilian bankers
paid a reported $400,000.
In her remarks, dated May 16, 2013, Clinton said that
she believes in open borders. “My dream is a hemispheric
common market, with open trade and open borders … ,”
she said, as quoted in the WikiLeaks document. (She does
not deny making the comment.)

Every one of the major fact-checking
organizations reported, as a matter of
objective, undeniable fact, that Clinton is
not in favor of open borders.

Hillary Clinton. Photo by Gage Skidmore. License: http://bit.ly/2hGlgsy.

A reasonable belief cannot be classified objectively as a
falsehood. Therefore, the fact-checkers’ labeling of their
comments as falsehoods is, itself, a lie.
And they, the fact-checkers, all told the same lie.
The fact-checkers cannot effectively defend themselves on
the ground that they were expressing opinions, because
the sole purpose of fact-checking is to compare claims to
objective facts.
Together with recent revelations that the New York
Times gave Clinton a veto over quotes, that CNBC’s John
Harwood gave advice to the Clinton campaign, that CNN
town hall questions were leaked to the Clinton people,
that the Clinton campaign hosted a cocktail party/dinner
for 37 journalists that was not publicly reported—along
with other recent disclosures about unethical behavior by
the news media—the fact that the fact-checkers lied is of
great significance, exposing a pattern of corruption that is
astonishing in scope.

That represents a problem for the fact-checkers. Every one
of the major fact-checking organizations reported, as a
matter of objective, undeniable fact, that Clinton is not
in favor of open borders. President-elect Donald Trump,
Vice President-elect Mike Pence, and former New York
City Mayor Rudy Giuliani, a Trump advisor, have all been
branded by the fact-checkers as liars (or, at least, makers of
false claims) for asserting that Clinton is for open borders.
Now we know that, in 2013, Clinton told bankers in a
private forum that open borders were her “dream.”

OPEN BORDERS

While it is possible that she has changed her mind since the
bankers’ event, or that, for some reason, her policies aren’t
intended to help her pursue her “dream,” or that she lied to
the bankers, we know that Trump’s, Pence’s, and Giuliani’s
accusations may be true—indeed, probably are true.

Dr. Steven J. Allen is the vice president and chief investigative
officer for the Capital Research Center.
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The term “open borders” refers to a lack of significant
restrictions on travel between countries. For example,
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prior to the 9/11 attack, the U.S. and Canada had an open
border between them. As described by Julie Grant of North
Country Public Radio: “People in towns along the border
used to cross back and forth between Canada and the
U.S. all the time for everything from dinner and shopping
to cheaper gas. Customs might have waved you through
without even checking for I-D. People bragged about how
friendly it all was.”
Similarly, the Schengen Area is an open border zone
in Europe that includes 22 of the 28 countries in the
European Union plus six others. Countries in that zone
abolished passport requirements and other types of border
control between them. Mark Krikorian of the Center for
Immigration Studies noted in National Review Online
in May that the Schengen Area “represents truly open
borders—no screening at the frontier. It’s like driving to
Cape Cod and whizzing at full speed past the ‘Entering
Marion’ sign.” (Some controls have been put into effect,
supposedly temporarily, following recent attacks in Europe
by Islamofascist terrorists.)
OpenBorders.info, a website that supports the idea,
described the concept as “a world where there is a strong
presumption in favor of allowing people to migrate and
where this presumption can be overridden or curtailed only
under exceptional circumstances.”

It’s easy for a politician to pretend to
oppose open borders. Pass a strict law,
then decline to enforce it or make it clear
that violators will get amnesty. Enact a
quota, but make it so high that it will
never actually restrict anything.

widespread view, on both the elite Left and the elite
Right. As I wrote … in 2010: I actually think that
La Raza, the Chamber of Commerce, the ACLU,
Microsoft, et al. would sincerely back electrified
fencing, land mines, and anything else they were
asked to support, so long as there were no limits
on the number of foreigners able to legally come
here, as President Bush called for in his January
2004 immigration speech. This is why referring to
these groups as supporters of open borders is not an
epithet but simply a description.
It’s easy for a politician to pretend to oppose open borders.
Pass a strict law, then decline to enforce it or make it clear
that violators will get amnesty. Enact a quota, but make it
so high that it will never actually restrict anything. Build
barriers to immigration, while making sure that it’s easy to
get around or through those barriers. Whatever you have to
do, to put open borders into effect while assuring the voters
that you’re doing no such thing.
Because it’s so easy for politicians to lie about their
immigration policies, and because there is an extensive
record of them doing just that, journalists must apply strict
scrutiny to candidates’ claims on the issue.
With regard to Hillary Clinton, fact-checkers simply take
her word for it.

CHECKERS SPEAK

There are many news media organizations and individual
bloggers who style themselves as fact-checkers. Some
prominent examples of fact-checking efforts:


PolitiFact, a project of the Tampa Bay
Times (formerly the St. Petersburg Times), won
a Pulitzer Prize for National Reporting for its
effort to fact-check the 2008 campaign. Its parent
company is owned by a journalism school, The
Poynter Institute for Media Studies. The project
uses a “Truth-O-Meter” to rate political claims and
controversial statements. The statements that most
offend the fact-checkers at PolitiFact are labeled as
“Pants on Fire,” a reference to the children’s taunt
“Liar, liar, pants on fire.”



FactCheck.org is a project of the Annenberg Public
Policy Center at the University of Wisconsin.
The Center was founded by Walter and Leonore
Annenberg, prominent supporters of President
Reagan, and funded through their foundation.
(Often, left-wing projects are underwritten by

Krikorian noted that political leaders often engage in
“enforcement theater”—in pretending to enforce the law.
Real-world open borders is consistent with
enforcement theater, so long as it doesn’t interfere in
any meaningful sense with foreigners moving here.
It’s consistent with immigration quotas, so long as
they are high enough that everyone who wants to
move here is able to do so.
In a policy sense, then, open borders actually means
“unlimited immigration.” And this is, in fact, a
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conservatives who fail to adequately supervise
how their money is spent. For example, Walter
Annenberg funded a grant proposal that was
supposed to promote education reform in
Chicago—a proposal co-authored by terrorist Bill
Ayers—and the money helped the project’s board
chairman, Barack Obama, become a key player in
the city’s politics.)


The Reality Check Team, a project of the Cable
News Network (CNN), is described in various
stories as “inspect[ing] claims,” putting “claims and
assertions to the test,” and “vet[ting] the debate
claims.” CNN, now part of the media giant Time
Warner, was founded by businessman Ted Turner,
who was once considered a conservative but veered
to the Far Left, notably during his marriage to
actress and anti-U.S. activist Jane Fonda.



The Politico Wrongometer is a project of Politico, a
politics newspaper based in the Washington, D.C.
area.



The Fact Checker, a blog by journalist Glenn
Kessler, is a project of the Washington Post, which is
owned, through a holding company, by Jeff Bezos,
founder of Amazon.com. People who offend Kessler
in this regard are given a rating of one to four
“Pinocchios,” a reference to the children’s literature
and animated cartoon character whose nose grew
when he lied.

Here’s what those fact-checkers and others have said about
Clinton’s immigration policies and about the criticism of
those policies by Trump and his surrogates.
PolitiFact:
[headline] Donald Trump says Hillary Clinton
would create ‘totally open borders’
… While Donald Trump vows to build a wall
between the United States and Mexico to keep
undocumented immigrants out, he says Hillary
Clinton has the opposite approach. “She’s pledged
to grant mass amnesty, and in her first 100 days,
end virtually all immigration enforcement and thus
create totally open borders for the United States,
totally open borders,” Trump said in a June 22
speech.
Claiming that Clinton would create “totally open
borders” is a serious charge that suggests allowing
people to travel freely or with very few restrictions
between two countries.
3

That’s not what Clinton has proposed. Clinton
has supported legislation that includes a path
to citizenship (with conditions) and included
heightened border security. As a candidate, she says
she will focus on deportations of criminals.
However, some experts argue that “open borders”
doesn’t necessarily mean no enforcement at all but
making it far easier for undocumented immigrants
to stay here. Clinton does want to make it easier for
many undocumented immigrants, but that’s not the
same as getting rid of enforcement. …
So if Clinton hasn’t called for “open borders,” what
does she want to do on immigration?
During this campaign, she has called for addressing
immigration laws including a path to citizenship
within her first 100 days. But she has also called for
protecting borders and deporting criminals or those
who pose threats. “We need to secure our borders,
I’m for it, I voted for it, I believe in it, and we also
need to deal with the families, the workers who
are here, who have made contributions, and their
children,” she said in November. “We can do more
to secure our border and we should do more to deal
with the 11 or 12 million people who are here, get
them out of the shadows.”
This is pretty consistent with her view as a senator
and secretary of state. …
“Trump may be conflating the term ‘open borders’
with anything less than perfect enforcement of
our immigration laws — which would be a serious
rhetorical error on his part,” [the Cato Institute’s
Alex] Nowrasteh said. “Trump can’t claim Clinton
is for open borders while she has also supported
massive increases in border security to better
enforce our restrictive immigration laws.” …
Our ruling
Trump said Clinton’s immigration platform would
“create totally open borders.”
This is a huge distortion of Clinton’s proposals.
Clinton has praised work already done to secure
the border, and she said she supported a 2013 bill
that would have invested billions more in border
security while creating a path to citizenship for
some undocumented immigrants. Her plan calls
for protecting the border and targeting deportation
to criminals and security threats. Her plan would
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make it easier for many undocumented immigrants
to avoid deportation, but that’s not the same as
ending all enforcement.
We rate this claim False.
So far, so mediocre. PolitiFact in the above excerpt asserted
that “Clinton’s immigration platform” doesn’t include open
borders. That’s correct, in that she is not openly calling for
open borders. And Trump’s claim in the June 22 speech that
she has “pledged to grant mass amnesty, and in her first 100
days, end virtually all immigration enforcement and thus
create totally open borders” is an exaggeration of what she
had “pledged.” (In my view, Trump was correct that Clinton
policies would eventually have the effect of creating open
borders, but he was wrong to say that she “pledged to …
end virtually all immigration enforcement.” Again, the key
word is “pledged.”)
In its response to Trump’s June 22 speech, PolitiFact was
correct on the narrow point about Clinton’s public promise.
But, based on the available evidence, the conclusion that
Clinton desired open borders was a perfectly reasonable
one. That’s where PolitiFact went off the rails, when Rudy
Giuliani brought the issue up in a speech at the Republican
National Convention.
Former New York City Mayor Rudy Giuliani
defended Donald Trump’s plan to secure the border
and said that Hillary Clinton would take the
opposite approach. “You know Donald Trump will
secure our borders,” Giuliani said at the Republican
convention July 18. “His opponent has had her
chance to do this, and she has failed. Hillary
Clinton is for open borders.”
Claiming that Clinton would create “open
borders” suggests she would allow undocumented
immigrants to travel freely or with very few
restrictions between two countries.
That’s not what Clinton has proposed. Clinton
supported legislation in 2013 that included a path
to citizenship (with conditions) and heightened
border security. …
Our ruling
Giuliani said, “Hillary Clinton is for open borders.”
Clinton supported a 2013 bill that would have
invested billions in border security in addition to
a path to citizenship. As a presidential candidate
she has called for securing the border and targeting
deportation to criminals and those who pose
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security threats. While her plan would make it
easier for many undocumented immigrants to avoid
deportation, that’s not the same as allowing a freefor-all at the border and ending enforcement.
We rate this claim False.
Unfortunately for PolitiFact, Giuliani’s statement was
almost certainly true. Hillary Clinton is for open borders,
or, at least, that’s what she told bankers in 2013. There is
absolutely no evidence that she has abandoned her open
borders “dream” since then.
Astonishingly, after Clinton was caught having made the
“dream” remark and after Trump highlighted the remark,
PolitiFact doubled down on the falsehood. PolitiFact,
October 12:
Donald Trump repeated his claim that Hillary
Clinton supports open borders, pointing to an
excerpt of a leaked speech as new evidence.
Wikileaks released more than 2,600 hacked
emails from Clinton campaign chairman John
Podesta, including an email with brief sections of
Clinton’s paid remarks to Wall Street banks. (The
Clinton campaign hasn’t confirmed or disputed the
authenticity of the emails.) According to Trump,
these speeches show “she wants the United States
to surrender to global governance with no controls
over trade or immigration.”
“Hillary Clinton’s radical call for open borders,
meaning anyone in the world can enter the United
States without any limit at all, would end the
United States as we know it today,” he said at an
Oct. 10 rally in Pennsylvania.
“By the way, weeks ago, I called out Hillary Clinton
for supporting open borders and the media said
I was wrong. Now, I’ve been proven right,” he
continued. “Where is the media rushing to correct
these false stories? Because in the Wikileaks, it was
all about open borders, free trade for everybody.”
Is Trump right that Clinton really does want open
borders?
The leaked excerpt does contain the words “open
borders,” but that alone doesn’t make Trump’s
claim correct. Experts suggested Clinton could
have been talking about free travel or open trade, or
immigration policy. It’s just not clear. What’s more,
Clinton’s official immigration position does not
contain a proposal for an open border.
4

Clinton’s immigration plan
As evidence for Trump’s claim, the Trump
campaign referred us to Clinton’s pledge to offer
immigration legislation within her first 100 days
in office as well as her support for sanctuary cities.
We’ve looked into this before, and concluded that
equating Clinton’s immigration plan with “open
borders” is not accurate.
Clinton supported 2013 legislation (which never
passed) that included a path to citizenship with
conditions and billions for border enforcement for
new surveillance equipment and fencing along the
Mexican border, as well as adding 20,000 border
agents.
As a candidate, she has said she would focus on
deportations for violent criminals or those who pose
threats.
Clinton, however, does want to make it easier
for many undocumented immigrants to obtain
a legal status. That’s not the same as getting rid
of enforcement, of course, and it’s a far cry from
Trump’s characterization: “Anyone in the world can
enter the United States without any limit at all.”
Clinton’s paid speech comment on open borders
According to Trump, the Wikileaks hack vindicates
his earlier charge. The speech excerpt is more
ambiguous than he’s suggesting, but she does use
the words “open borders.”
On Jan. 25, Clinton campaign research director
Tony Carrk sent an email to Podesta that contained
excerpts of Clinton’s paid speeches to Wall Street
banks. (For months Clinton has faced calls to
release the speech transcripts but hasn’t done so.)
She mentioned open borders in her remarks on May
16, 2013, to the Brazilian bank Banco Itau. The
excerpt, in its entirety, reads:
“My dream is a hemispheric common market, with
open trade and open borders, some time in the
future with energy that is as green and sustainable
as we can get it, powering growth and opportunity
for every person in the hemisphere.”
It’s difficult to discern exactly what she was
referring to here, because we don’t have more
context. The Clinton campaign didn’t respond to
our request for the full speech.
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But a campaign spokesman pointed to statements
by Podesta and Clinton’s campaign manager Robby
Mook on Oct. 9. Both said the context of that
sentence related to green energy — and wasn’t
about people immigrating to the United States.
On Face the Nation, Mook said she was talking
about integrating green energy between north and
south America. “But if the question is does Hillary
Clinton support throwing open our borders,
absolutely not. And she is going to do everything
she can to fight to protect the interest of workers in
this country. That is actually why she voted against
the Central American free trade agreement when
she was a senator,” Mook said.
On Fox News Sunday, Podesta also said she was
referring to clean energy. “When she was secretary
of state, she talked about creating a hemispheric
effort to bring clean energy across the continent
from the tip of South America to Canada, to
invest in clean and renewable energy, to invest in
the transmission that would clean up our energy
system,” Podesta said. “And I think when you
look at what she said about immigration, she’s
for comprehensive immigration reform that takes
people out of the shadows, emphasizes family unity,
but also has — modernizes our border security.
Are her remarks a call for open borders for
immigrants?
We interviewed three immigration experts and
asked them if they thought she was calling for
open borders for immigrants and whether it was in
conflict with her campaign immigration plan. The
experts said Clinton’s remarks were not a clearcut call for open borders. They also said that her
statement sounded aspirational and contained no
timeline or explanation as to how she would make it
happen politically.
“I would note her emphasis on a ‘hemispheric’
common market, an idea that became more
concrete in 1994 when her husband, Bill Clinton,
hosted the first Summit of the Americas meeting
in Miami,” said Stephen Kelly, a Duke University
public policy professor.
That summit involved 34 democracies, and “open
markets, hemispheric integration, and free trade”
were all cited as a means of increasing prosperity
at the meeting, Kelly said. Those summits have
continued, and Clinton attended one in 2012
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as secretary of state. “My guess would be that
Clinton’s Brazil speech reflects this broader call
for greater hemispheric cooperation on a variety
of issues, including trade,” Kelly said. “Given this
context, and without seeing the rest of her speech,
I would also guess that the ‘open borders’ she
mentions relate to the movement of goods and
capital, but not people.”

that is as green and sustainable as we can get it,
powering growth and opportunity for every person
in the hemisphere.”
We don’t have more context about what Clinton
meant by “open borders” because she has not
released the full speech. Her campaign has said
she was talking about clean energy across the
hemisphere.

Daveed Gartenstein-Ross, senior fellow at the
Foundation for Defense of Democracies, a policy
institute focused on foreign policy and national
security, said that Clinton seemed to refer to
something related to travel such as the Schengen
Agreement, which abolished many of the European
Union’s internal borders.
For example, if the United States and Canada
had such an agreement, that would not mean an
open border for free immigration, but rather for
free travel. “I don’t think she is calling for open
immigration, but the context of her remarks shows
that when she says ‘open borders,’ she doesn’t just
mean open trade,” he said.
Jacob Vigdor, professor of public policy and
governance University of Washington, said Clinton
appeared to be talking about both trade and
immigration. “I would read the remark as calling
for open borders with regard to both trade and
immigration. Otherwise the term ‘open trade and
open borders’ would be redundant,” he said.
However, he said he saw no timetable in her
remarks beyond “some time in the future,” or
discussion about how to make it happen.
“I don’t necessarily see a contradiction between a
statement of ideals and a more pragmatic policy
agenda for reality,” he said. “One can dream of a
crime-free world where there is need for neither
police nor prisons while still supporting those
things in reality.”
Our ruling
Trump said, “I’ve been proven right” about “Hillary
Clinton’s radical call for open borders, meaning
anyone in the world can enter the United States
without any limit at all.”
Trump is referring to a leaked speech excerpt in
which Clinton purportedly says, “My dream is a
hemispheric common market, with open trade and
open borders, some time in the future with energy
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Trump argues that it directly applies to her current
immigration policy. She has not called for open
borders in this campaign. Clinton has proposed
making it easier for the current undocumented
population to gain a path to citizenship with
conditions, but she has also supported beefed-up
border security.
The statement contains an element of truth but
ignores critical facts that would give a different
impression. We rate it Mostly False.
Wow.
That, dear reader, is what lying looks like.
Trump said that Clinton was for open borders; the leaked
comment to bankers confirmed that “open borders” was her
“dream,” or so she told the bankers; Trump said the leaked
comment showed he was correct; and PolitiFact reported, as
a matter of objective, undeniable fact, that the Trump claim
was “Mostly False.”
Now let’s look at FactCheck.org. Covering the Republican
convention in Cleveland, it reported:
The 2016 Republican National Convention opened
with the first day’s theme “Make America Safe
Again.” But in some cases the facts weren’t safe
from distortion: …
Former New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani and Rep.
Michael McCaul both wrongly claimed that Hillary
Clinton supports “open borders.” She supported a
bill that would have created a path to citizenship for
those in the country illegally, but it also would have
increased border security. …
No ‘Open Borders’
Giuliani and Rep. Michael McCaul, the chairman
of the House Committee on Homeland Security,
both wrongly claimed that Hillary Clinton supports
“open borders.”
As we wrote when Trump himself made a similar
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claim, Clinton supported a Senate immigration bill
that would have created a path to citizenship for
those in the country illegally, but it also would have
included large investments in border security.
Sticking to the theme of public safety, Giuliani
and McCaul argued that Clinton’s position on
immigration makes America less safe. But they both
went too far with the claim that Clinton supports
open borders.
Giuliani: Hillary Clinton is for open borders.
McCaul: Hillary Clinton is promising more of the
same — open borders, executive amnesty and the
surge of Syrian refugees.
Those comments mirror Trump’s own, when he
claimed in a speech attacking Clinton’s character
on June 22 that she would “end virtually all
immigration enforcement and thus create totally
open borders for the United States.”
Clinton has said she supports “comprehensive
immigration reform,” and she has vowed that
within the first 100 days as president, she would
send a plan to Congress that would include “a path
to full and equal citizenship” for those currently
in the country illegally. She has also said that
she would defend Obama’s executive orders that
“provide relief from deportation for DREAMers
and parents of Americans and lawful residents.”
On her campaign website, Clinton says she would
“focus resources on detaining and deporting those
individuals who pose a violent threat to public
safety.” But the site also states that she will “uphold
the rule of law” and “protect our borders and
national security.”

At a campaign stop in November, Clinton was even
more explicit.
“We need to secure our borders, I’m for it, I voted
for it, I believe in it, and we also need to deal with
the families, the workers who are here, who have
made contributions, and their children,” Clinton
said in New Hampshire in November. “We can do
more to secure our border and we should do more
to deal with the 11 or 12 million people who are
here, get them out of the shadows.”
That’s far short of advocating for open borders.
Giuliani and McCaul “wrongly claimed that Hillary
Clinton supports ‘open borders,’” FactCheck.org reported.
Their claims were a “distortion.”
Nope. Giuliani said she was “for” open borders, which
appears to be true. McCaul said she was “promising …
open borders,” which is not true if you mean, by “promise,”
“assure someone that one will definitely do, give, or
arrange something; undertake or declare that something
will happen,” but it is true, or a reasonable person could
conclude that it is true, if you mean “promise” in its
alternate sense of “give good grounds for expecting (a
particular occurrence or situation).” Those are the two
definitions of the verb “promise” given by the Google
dictionary.
In August, FactCheck.org went after a Trump ad, labeling it
with a graphic that read “MISLEADING”:

In her book “Hard Choices,” Clinton said she
supported the 2013 Senate immigration bill, S. 744,
the Border Security, Economic Opportunity, and
Immigration Modernization Act.

The ad begins with the narrator describing
immigration “in Hillary Clinton’s America: The
system stays rigged against Americans. Syrian
refugees flood in. Illegal immigrants convicted of
committing crimes get to stay. Collecting Social
Security benefits, skipping the line. Our border
open.”

Clinton, “Hard Choices”: I only wish that the
bipartisan bill passed in the Senate in 2013
reforming our immigration laws could have passed
the House.

In contrast, the narrator gives this description
of “Donald Trump’s America”: “Terrorists and
dangerous criminals: kept out. The border: secured.
Our families: safe.”

The bill would have funded an enhanced border
security plan, additional border fencing, the
implementation of an E-Verify system, and an exit
visa system to stop visa overstays.

We’ve written about a few of these claims before.
Clinton hasn’t supported “open” borders, as the
ad falsely implies. The 2013 Senate immigration
bill — the most recent comprehensive immigration
legislation, which Clinton has said she backed —
would have made large investments in border security,

“Border security has always been a part of that
7

debate,” Clinton said during a Democratic debate in
November.
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including additional border fencing, and Clinton said
during a Democratic debate in November, “Border
security has always been a part of that [immigration]
debate.” As we’ll explain later, the immigration
plan on her website talks about deporting some
individuals. That’s not an “open” border.

are here, who have made contributions, and their
children.” She also said in March that the US has
“done a really good job securing the border.”

The ad also uses a deceptive image of people
crowded on top of train cars when it says “our
border open,” as if anyone and everyone could
stream in legally. That’s not what Clinton has
proposed or supported. The 2013 Senate bill would
have set up a path to citizenship for those who had
entered the country prior to Dec. 31, 2011.

Politico, on September 24, warned its readers with a story
headlined “False Claims to Watch Out for in Monday
Night’s Debate”:

In this case, FactCheck.org actually fact-checked the Trump
campaign’s idea of competing visions for America! Once
again, the fact-checkers simply took Clinton’s word as
objective fact, and declared any suggestion to the contrary
as misleading or false.

The fact-checkers simply took Clinton’s
word as objective fact, and declared any
suggestion to the contrary as misleading
or false.
If what Clinton says is objective fact, she can never lie,
which means she always tells the truth and anyone who says
she’s lying is a liar.
It’s just logic!
CNN’s Reality Check Team looked at the “open borders”
claim made at the GOP convention by U.S. Representative
Mike McCaul.
“Hillary Clinton is promising more of the same.
Open borders, executive amnesty and the surge of
Syrian refugees,” said Mike McCaul, R-Texas, the
chairman of the Homeland Security Commission.
Clinton’s platform on immigration incorporates a
pathway to citizenship and enforcing immigration
laws, including deporting people who “pose a
violent threat to public safety.” Clinton said in
November that the US needs “to secure our borders.
I’m for it, I voted for it, I believe in it, and we also
need to deal with the families, the workers who
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Clinton’s proposed policies and past rhetoric do not
reflect open borders. That’s false.

Trump’s claim: Clinton supports “open borders” …
The truth: Trump is wrong about Clinton’s plans
for immigration …
Trump is also inaccurate when it comes to his
descriptions of Clinton’s immigration stance.
No surprise here, really, given that we are in a
presidential campaign. But Trump said again
last week during a North Carolina rally that his
Democratic opponent was for “open borders.”
In fact, her position includes supporting recent
immigration legislation that sought to heighten the
country’s border security while installing a new
system that finds people who have overstayed their
visas and has them removed from the U.S.
The Washington Post, during the vice presidential debate
October 4:
[headline] Fact check: Pence’s claim that Clinton
has a plan for ‘open borders’
Clinton and Kaine “have a plan for open borders.”
— Pence
Pence exaggerates Clinton’s stance on border
security and immigration enforcement.
Clinton has said she would expand Obama’s
executive actions on immigration, and has
advocated comprehensive immigration reform
including a pathway to citizenship. But she also
has supported enhanced border security. And
her immigration proposal includes “humane,
targeted and effective” enforcement and focusing
immigration resources on detaining and deporting
those “who pose a threat to public safety.”

THE SINCERE, BELIEVABLE CLINTON

Open borders is not the only troublesome part of Clinton’s
“dream” comment to the Brazilian bankers. She said “My
dream is a hemispheric common market, with open trade
8

(The Washington Post said that McAuliffe’s comment “directly
contradict[ed] Clinton’s stated position” on TPP. When his
remarks became public, McAuliffe quickly withdrew his
prediction.)
Plus, there’s another Clinton comment revealed by
WikiLeaks, that politicians have to operate sometimes in
the shadows because “you need both a public and private
position,” like Abraham Lincoln had when he was trying to
abolish slavery. (!)

Senator Tim Kaine at a campaign rally. Photo by Gage Skidmore.
License: http://bit.ly/2h6Wkgj.

and open borders …”
The “hemispheric common market, with open trade” part is
important. Trade is a major issue in this campaign, including
trade with Mexico and a trade agreement, the Trans-Pacific
Partnership, involving 12 Pacific Rim countries.
Clinton strongly supported U.S. participation in TPP. CNN
has published a list of 45 instances in which she pushed TPP.
She called TPP “the gold standard in trade agreements” and,
in a 2014 book, called it “the signature economic pillar”
of the Obama administration’s strategy in Asia. (In the
book, she did suggest reserving judgment until the deal was
finalized.) The agreement was, she said, “groundbreaking,”
“innovative,” and “exciting.”
However, in the face of challenges from Bernie Sanders and
Donald Trump, who are critics of such agreements, she came
out against TPP. Many have questioned her sincerity on the
matter, and there’s plenty of evidence to make the case for
deception on her part. Most experts on trade policy think she
really supports TPP; her operatives pushed the Democratic
Party’s platform committee to avoid denouncing TPP as
Bernie Sanders supporters wanted; she picked a strongly
pro-TPP running mate; and, in July, Terry McAuliffe, the
governor of Virginia, Clinton’s 2008 campaign chairman, and,
according to Politico, “longtime best friend to the Clintons,”
said that things would change after the election. “I worry
that if we don’t do TPP, at some point China’s going to break
the rules, but Hillary understands this. Once the election’s
over, and we sit down on trade, people understand a couple
things we want to fix on this, but, going forward, we got to
build a global economy.” Asked whether Clinton would end
up supporting TPP, McAuliffe added: “Yes. Listen, she was in
support of it. There were specific things in it she wants fixed.”
9

The “hemispheric common market, with open trade” remark,
which refers to trade with Mexico and the rest of the Western
Hemisphere, does not directly contradict her TPP stance, but
does suggest strongly that Clinton is a more radical supporter
of free trade than she and her campaign admit.
So how did fact-checkers handle the issue? When Trump
suggested she is “pretending” on TPP, well, he’s wrong or a liar.
NBC’s political and investigative teams fact-checked
some of the claims in Donald Trump’s speech [a June
speech that was largely on foreign policy].
CLAIM: “Now, because I have pointed out why
[TPP] would be such a disastrous deal, she is
pretending that she is against it. She has even deleted
this record of total support from her book.”
The facts: Clinton walked back her support for the
Trans-Pacific Partnership last October — saying
the final deal wasn’t what she’d hoped for when she
advocated for it during negotiations as Secretary of
State. In April, several months before she reversed
course on the deal, some passages supporting the
partnership were edited out of the paperback version
of her book, “Hard Choices.” The cuts were part of
96 pages of cuts made to account for the paperback’s
smaller size, according to a publisher’s note. But not
all of them were cut: there’s still two pages praising
the deal, or at least the idea of it. “It’s safe to say
that the TPP won’t be perfect – no deal negotiated
among a dozen countries ever will be — but its higher
standards, if implemented and enforced, should
benefit American businesses and workers,” she wrote.
Trump has adamantly opposed TPP since before
his campaign began; there’s no indication that his
remarks changed her mind.
Oh. “The cuts were part of 96 pages of cuts made to
account for the paperback’s smaller size, according to
a publisher’s note.” So, NBC News seemed to suggest,
Clinton is not pretending and, as a matter of objective
fact, we can believe her.
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NBC News, in that fact-checking article, went on to address
the issue of whether Clinton lies. Read this and weep:
CLAIM: Hillary Clinton “is a world class liar”
The facts: According to PolitiFact, 59% of Trump’s
checked claims have been deemed false or “Pants on
Fire” false, versus 12% for Clinton.
Donald Trump:
True: 2%
Mostly True: 7%
Half True: 15%
Mostly False: 17%
False: 40%
Pants on Fire: 19%
—
Hillary Clinton:
True: 23%
Mostly True: 28%
Half True: 21%
Mostly False: 15%
False: 11%
Pants on Fire: 1%
Thus, NBC News can report (fact-check) objectively that
Hillary Clinton is not “a world class liar,” because Trump is
a bigger liar, according to … the fact-checkers at PolitiFact.

NOT A REAL DEBATE IF ONE SIDE LIES

With the cost of government exploding, with countless new
regulations destroying jobs for lesser-skilled Americans,
and with the threat of Islamofascism rising (“There will be
a terrorist diaspora sometime in the next two to five years
like we’ve never seen before,” FBI Director James Comey
said recently), concerns about illegal entry and illegal
immigration were at the center of the presidential campaign.
These concerns are expressed by many people who have great
empathy for those from other countries who would like to
come to the United States. The U.S. may have benefitted
greatly from past waves of immigration, but previous
immigrants came, usually at great sacrifice and risk, seeking
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the opportunity to be free and to work hard and succeed, to
become proudly American as part of the country’s mosaic, at
a time when there was nothing like the current welfare state.
Milton Friedman, the Nobel Prize-winning economist,
noted that a country cannot have both open borders and a
welfare state, because—
it is one thing to have free immigration to jobs. It is
another thing to have free immigration to welfare.
And you cannot have both. If you have a welfare
state, if you have a state in which every resident is
promises a certain minimal level of income, or a
minimum level of subsistence, regardless of whether
he works or not, produces it or not. Then it really is
an impossible thing.
To be clear, Friedman was in favor of free immigration,
which he saw as of great benefit to the country—unless
the immigrants come for welfare and related programs, in
which case the system will eventually collapse.
Some libertarians support open borders precisely because
they believe that such a system would cause welfare states
to collapse, leading to the rise of libertarianism. Likewise,
some socialists support open borders because they think
that the resulting collapse would bring about the triumph of
socialism. Many elite businesspeople support open borders
in the belief that the system would provide them and their
businesses with a cheap workforce. Certain political parties
around the world support open borders for their own
countries because they believe that they would get votes and
other political support from the immigrants flooding in.
On the other hand, many, with great justification, worried
that Hillary Clinton’s “open borders” dream would turn
into a nightmare for the United States. That was a legitimate
issue in the presidential election, but the campaign was
twisted by the efforts of fact-checkers to label people as liars
for challenging Clinton on her immigration policies.
Worse, the efforts of fake fact-checkers bring discredit to
journalism. It’s an old problem, summed up in the Latin
phrase “Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?,” usually translated as
“Who guards the guards?” or “Who watches the watchmen?”
Who fact-checks the fact-checkers?

Read previous articles from the Deception & Misdirection
series online at
www.CapitalResearch.org/category/deception-and-misdirection/.
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COMMENTARY
THE JOHNSON AMENDMENT RESTRICTS FREE SPEECH
By Scott Walter
Originally published in The Daily Caller.
Donald Trump has promised plenty this election cycle:
Economic growth, border security, and a stronger America
abroad. But one of his campaign promises escapes
mainstream media coverage, despite its broad implications.
The Republican front runner vows to repeal the Johnson
Amendment, a little-known yet politically powerful law
adored by the Left and scorned by many conservatives.
“An amendment, pushed by Lyndon Johnson many years
ago, threatens religious institutions,” Trump claimed at the
Republican National Convention in July. “I am going to work
very hard to repeal that language and protect free speech for
all Americans.” He echoed that sentiment at the Value Voters
Summit in September: “We’re going to get rid of that law, and
it’s going to get rid of—we’re going to get rid of it so fast.”
But what exactly is the Johnson Amendment? Proposed by thenSenator Lyndon B. Johnson (D-TX) and passed by Congress in
1954, the law prohibits tax-exempt organizations—including
churches and other nonprofits—from lobbying elected officials,
campaigning on behalf of a political party, and supporting or
opposing candidates for office. Section 501(c)(3) of the tax code
bestows tax-exempt status upon nonprofit groups as long as they
don’t “participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing
or distributing of statements), any political campaign on behalf
of (or in opposition to) any candidate for office.” (The “in
opposition to” clause was added in 1986.)

Through the Johnson Amendment, the
Internal Revenue Service exercises the
power to stifle a religious organization’s
right to free speech.
The Johnson Amendment is now applied most scrupulously
to churches and faith-based organizations, which are barred
from translating their community organizing into political
11

President Lyndon B. Johnson. Photo by CORBIS. License: http://bit.
ly/2h7aQoe.

activism of any kind. A Southern Baptist congregation
opposed to abortion, for example, is prohibited from
explicitly supporting a pro-life Republican running for
Congress solely because of the church’s nonprofit status.
Through the Johnson Amendment, the Internal Revenue
Service exercises the power to stifle a religious organization’s
right to free speech. In effect, an evangelical pastor,
Orthodox rabbi, Muslim imam, or Catholic priest who
wishes to urge support for a religious freedom bill or oppose
Obamacare’s contraception mandate can be muzzled under
federal law.
The suppressive nature of the Johnson Amendment can
be traced to its origins in the 1950s—a period that the
Left usually condemns as “conformist” and hostile to free
speech—and Lyndon Baines Johnson, a man criticized for
his low political morals. Running for re-election in 1954,
then-Sen. Johnson faced a difficult challenge from his
Democratic primary opponent, Dudley Dougherty, who
Scott Walter is president of the Capital Research Center.
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received backing from two conservative nonprofit groups
in Texas. The nonprofits churned out campaign materials
calling for the election of Dougherty—much to the chagrin
of Johnson. Shortly thereafter, the Texas senator urged
Congress to take up a proposed change to the U.S. tax code
that would prohibit outside groups—like those supporting
his primary opponent—from political organizing. Aimed at
punishing Sen. Johnson’s enemies, the Johnson Amendment
now applies to a wide range of nonprofit organizations,
including churches.
Ironically, or perhaps not, the IRS restrictions apply to
religious organizations, but not to other politically active
outside groups, such as labor unions, which have long
bankrolled the Democratic Party. Some may argue that
the key distinction lies in a church’s tax-exempt status, yet
labor unions are also subsidized—union member dues are
deductible as an employee expense, and unions enjoy many
other legal privileges, up to and including exemptions from
laws against violence and extortion.
As Jay Sekulow, chief counsel of the American Center for
Law and Justice, argues that the Johnson Amendment
“prevents religious leaders from truly exercising their
constitutionally-protected free speech rights when they act
in their official capacity as a pastor or head of a religious,
tax-exempt organization,” and that it has turned IRS agents
into a speech police force.

Ironically, or perhaps not, the
IRS restrictions apply to religious
organizations, but not to other politically
active outside groups, such as labor
unions, which have long bankrolled the
Democratic Party.
”
The repeal of the Johnson Amendment would uphold those
free speech rights and protect American churches from an
overzealous federal government. In a democracy like ours,
free speech should be guaranteed to all with no exceptions.
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ORGANIZATION TRENDS
KEEPING UP WITH CAIR’S ISLAMIC RADICALISM
By Andrew E. Harrod
Summary: The terrorist-linked Council on American-Islamic
Relations (CAIR) claims to be America’s largest civil rights
organization for Muslims. But its agenda has more to do with
the Islamization of America than with protecting Muslims from
civil rights abuses.

Capital Research Center last examined the Council on
American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) and its aggressive,
jihad terrorism-whitewashing Islamists in the August 2005
Organization Trends. CAIR statements and actions in recent
years show that this organization, which sprang out of the
Palestinian terrorist group Hamas, has in no way changed
its radical spots—a fact that ought to call into question its
continuing respectability in media and politics.

suspect.” Before leaving Congress in 2013, Rep. Sue Myrick
(R-N.C.) said, “Groups like CAIR have a proven record
of senior officials being indicted and either imprisoned or
deported from the United States.”

THE BASICS

Information about CAIR’s revenue sources is surprisingly
difficult to come by. IRS filings reveal donations to CAIR
by Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors ($30,000 since 2008),
Silicon Valley Community Foundation ($90,000 since
2008), and Tides Foundation ($5,000 since 2002). CAIR
is actually registered as CAIR Foundation Inc., a public
charity recognized under section 501(c)(3) of the tax code.
That entity reported a budget of $2,632,410 in 2014 and
gross receipts of $2,355,032. It also claims to have had 28
employees in 2014 and 40 volunteers. Many of CAIR’s state
and local chapters are separately incorporated as nonprofits.

CAIR opened an office in Washington,
D.C., by using a $5,000 grant from the
Holy Land Foundation for Relief and
Development (HLF), a charity that the
Bush administration closed down in
2001 for collecting money “to support the
Hamas terror organization.”

CAIR was founded in 1994 by Nihad Awad, Omar Ahmad,
and Rafeeq Jaber. The three men were linked to the Islamic
Association for Palestine (IAP), which was established by
senior Hamas operative Mousa Abu Marzook and created to
serve as Hamas’ public relations and recruitment arm in the
United States. CAIR opened an office in Washington, D.C.,
by using a $5,000 grant from the Holy Land Foundation
for Relief and Development (HLF), a charity that the Bush
administration closed down in 2001 for collecting money
“to support the Hamas terror organization.”

Ghassan Elashi, a co-founder of Texas CAIR, was convicted
in 2005 of terrorism-related offenses and sentenced to
almost seven years imprisonment. CAIR civil rights director
Randall Todd Royer was given 20 years for federal weapons
and explosives convictions in 2004. Bassem Khafagi, a
community affairs director at CAIR, was convicted in
2003 on bank and visa fraud charges and shipped back to

CAIR’s ties to terrorists are recognized on Capitol Hill.
Sen. Dick Durbin (D-Ill.) has said, “CAIR is unusual in its
extreme rhetoric and its associations with groups that are
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Egypt. Rabih Haddad, a fundraiser for CAIR’s chapter in
Ann Arbor, Mich., was detained in 2001 for overstaying
his visa. Authorities found a firearm and considerable
ammunition in his home. He served 19 months in prison
and was then deported to Lebanon in 2003. CAIR board
member Abdurahman Alamoudi was sentenced to 23 years
imprisonment for directing at least $1 million to al-Qaeda.
(See Foundation Watch, December 2015.)
“Contending that American Muslims are the victims of
wholesale repression, CAIR has provided sensitivity training
to police departments across the United States, instructing
law officers in the art of dealing with Muslims respectfully,”
according to DiscoverTheNetworks. The estate of 9/11
victim John O’Neill Sr., a senior FBI counter-terrorism
agent, filed a lawsuit claiming that CAIR’s goal “is to create
as much self-doubt, hesitation, fear of name-calling, and
litigation within police department and intelligence agencies
as possible so as to render such authorities ineffective in
pursuing international and domestic terrorist entities.”

“Groups like CAIR have a proven record
of senior officials being indicted and
either imprisoned or deported from the
United States.”
– Rep. Sue Myrick (R-N.C.)
CAIR and its allies have spent years pressuring the FBI
to give Muslims special treatment in investigations. As
of 2012, FBI agents weren’t allowed to treat individuals
associated with terrorist groups as potential threats to the
nation, according to an FBI directive titled, “Guiding
Principles: Touchstone Document on Training.” The fact
that a terrorism suspect is associated with a terrorist group
means nothing, according to the document. (“Terrorist?
Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” Matthew Vadum, FrontPage Mag,
Sept. 24, 2012)
In the aftermath of 9/11, CAIR refused to blame Osama
bin Laden for those terrorist attacks. Earlier, in 1998
CAIR denied bin Laden was responsible for two al-Qaeda
bombings of U.S. embassies in Africa. The group claimed
the bombings resulted from “misunderstandings of both
sides.” The same year CAIR objected to a Los Angeles
billboard that called bin Laden “the sworn enemy,” claiming
it was “offensive to Muslims.”
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GUESS WHO’S COMING TO DINNER
CAIR’s list of gala dinner honorees from its 2015 annual
banquet underlines CAIR’s continuing extremism. (CAIR’s
aversion towards critical observers kept this writer out
of the gala dinner.) CAIR recognized Omar Suleiman,
an American sheikh who has defended sex-slavery and
encouraged the murder of adulterous Muslim women by
family members. He describes himself as an “advocate for a
global non-violent resistance to apartheid Israel,” claiming
recent stabbing attacks in Israel “are not random acts of
violence. They are the unfortunate result and response to
decades of … ethnic cleansing of an indigenous people.”
Interestingly, his past condemnations of homosexuality
as a “repugnant shameless sin” did not prevent him from
declaring that Muslims “stand in solidarity with the
LGBTQ community” before a Texas LGBT group after the
Orlando, Florida, massacre earlier this year.
During the same month, the annual banquet for CAIR’s
New York chapter honored Imam Siraj Wahhaj and the
executive director of CAIR’s Florida chapter, Hassan Shibly.
A Hezbollah defender, Shibly equates Israeli “apartheid” and
“state terrorism” with Nazism, while he supports sharia law
in Muslim-majority societies and spews conspiracy theories
concerning U.S. national security. Considered by American
authorities a possible 1993 World Trade Center bombing
conspirator, the pro-jihad, pro-sharia Wahhaj is a former
CAIR board member.
CAIR branches invited extremists to their 2016 gala
dinners as well. CAIR’s Minnesota chapter honored Johari
Abdul-Malik, the imam of a terrorist-tied mosque who
has advocated sabotaging Israeli infrastructure. A CAIRCincinnati banquet hosted keynote speaker Alaf Husain,
vice president of the Muslim Brotherhood-derived Islamic
Society of North America (ISNA), which has decried Israel
as an “apartheid” state from its founding. After 9/11, when
Husain was president of the Muslim Students Association
(MSA) from which ISNA developed, he admitted to a mere
“oversight” when links were discovered between the MSA
website and terror-tied groups.
CAIR-Cleveland hosted Canadian sheikh Alaa Elsayed
and the writer Murtaza Husain. The dinner featured a
“Mother’s Day Tribute,” which is ironic, given that Elsayed
has supported wife-beating, bigamy, and polygamy. His
comments upon a past Canadian honor killing focused
on the importance of a daughter wearing a hijab, not her
murder by her father.
Yet Husain focuses his literary ire on those who would
in any way scrutinize Islam and Muslims. He has called
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Omar Suleiman’s past condemnations of
homosexuality as a “repugnant shameless
sin” did not prevent him from declaring
that Muslims “stand in solidarity with the
LGBTQ community” after the massacre at
Pulse Nightclub earlier this year.
Muslim reformer Maajid Nawaza a “well-coiffed talking
monkey,” “native informant,” and “porch monkey,” and
he’s described Iranian-American commentator Sohrab
Ahmari as “one of the most prominent Iranian ‘Uncle
Tom’s’ of the neoconservative movement.” He has
condemned American law enforcement surveillance of
certain Muslims, while ignoring the valid concerns that
led to such scrutiny.
CAIR-Cleveland is no stranger to controversy, having
hosted Monzer Taleb, an unindicted terrorism-financing
conspirator who sang “I am from Hamas” at a 2009
fundraising banquet. Nonetheless, CAIR’s Florida chapter
co-hosted Taleb yet again at a 2014 event in Tampa, and he
recently planned to address a mosque in Wichita, Kansas,
but cancelled after a public outcry. Speaking in his defense
and using his own self-description, CAIR-Dallas/Fort
Worth executive director Alia Salem reportedly described
him as a “motivational speaker and leader within the
Muslim community.” He is an “upstanding citizen” and
“very prominent community leader” in his Dallas home
area, Salem said.
As in life, so in death CAIR’s extremism continues, as
shown by CAIR condolences for the deceased Ahmad
Sakr in 2015. “Very few people in our community have
left a legacy comparable to that of Dr. Sakr,” said CAIRcofounder Awad of a founding member of the Muslim
Brotherhood-derived Muslim Students Association. “My
very first few English sermons in 1989 as a student in Austin
were read from his books,” said CAIR’s southern California
chapter executive director, Hussam Ayloush. “No words can
describe how much we owe him.”
Sakr impresses objective observers less in light of his 2011
lectures at a Florida camp for Islamic schoolchildren. In
one he declares that “here in America the Congress puts
themselves in the position of Allah” by instituting laws
contradicting Islam’s supposedly divine decrees. Such a
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legislature is a false pagan institution, he said. “How can you
see Allah on the Day of Judgment and he says ‘you crazy
man, you crazy woman you put yourself in my position,
you want to take over my position, go to Hell,’” Sakr stated.
After asking the schoolchildren whether they are proud as
Muslims or Americans (they respond with the expected
answer of Muslims), he said that “America is trying to
entangle itself with every foreign country and to control it.”
In another children’s camp lecture, Sakr emphasizes the
orthodox Islamic understanding that “Islam is a total way
of life” in contrast to other religions. Accordingly, not only
should Muslims prioritize Islamic commands in case of
any conflict with secular governance, but his pupils should
seek the Muslim Brotherhood’s goal of an “Islamization
of science and technology”; “Islamize your profession,” he
stated. Reflecting Suleiman, Sakr said of homosexuality
that “all of us have to condemn it and say this is unnatural,”
and he referenced the Islamic teaching that God destroyed
Sodom with an earthquake.

Organizations like the Investigative Project
on Terrorism have amply documented
CAIR’s serial condemnations of American
and Israeli national security policies.
HATING ISRAEL

According to a 2015 Anti-Defamation League (ADL) report,
CAIR has a longstanding hatred of Israel, as demonstrated
by the CAIR executive director Nihad Awad at a 2014
Washington, D.C., rally. He said Israel is a “terrorist state”
and that the American-Israeli Political Action Committee
“should have its hand off the United States Congress. They
have corrupted our foreign policy.”
CAIR “chapters continue to partner with various anti-Israel
groups that seek to isolate and demonize the Jewish State,”
the ADL notes, such as the anti-Semitic and jihadist-tied
Council on the National Interest (CNI). CAIR and CNI
collaborated in presenting a 2006 Washington, D.C.,
lecture by the Islam apologist Karen Armstrong.
CAIR National Board member Sarwat Husain (no relation)
similarly wrote in 2009 that Israel practices “state sponsored
terrorism at its best.” “No other country in the world have
[sic] terrorized as many people for so long as Israel has for
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Nihad Awad, CAIR executive director, leaves the Washington, D.C.,
rally on August 2, 2014. Photo by Elvert Barnes.
License: http://bit.ly/2g0ADf3.

more than half a century.” CAIR-Georgia executive director
Edward Ahmed Mitchell has tweeted that the AmericanIsraeli Political Action Committee “is the only explanation
for US’s morally bankrupt Israel policy.”
CAIR San Francisco Bay Area (CAIR-SFBA) executive
director Zahra Billoo has declared that “Zionism is racism”
and that “Israel ‘defending’ itself is analogous to Nazi
Germany defending itself from Jewish uprising.”

“Israel ‘ defending’ itself is analogous to
Nazi Germany defending itself from
Jewish uprising.”
– Zahra Billoo, CAIR San Francisco Bay Area executive director

Mongi Dhaouadi, the executive director of CAIR’s
Connecticut chapter, does not let facts disturb the antiIsrael animus. At a 2010 Connecticut rally he ranted that
Israel had “murdered” 1,400 people during the 2008–2009
Cast Lead military strikes against Gaza, thereby furthering
the completely unsubstantiated charges of indiscriminate
use of military force by the Israelis. His CAIR chapter
executive director colleague in Arizona, Imraan Siddiqui
has referenced debunked propaganda posters that claim
“Palestinians were cleansed from their land.”
Not surprisingly, Dhaouadi and Siddiqui have led
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their respective CAIR chapters in supporting Boycott,
Divestment, and Sanctions (BDS) against Israel. (See
Organization Trends, January 2016.) CAIR-CT in 2014
called for Connecticut to sever financial ties to an Israel that
“discriminates against its citizens on the basis of ethnicity
and wages a war against innocent and unarmed civilians,”
according to Dhaouadi. Like CAIR’s California chapter,
CAIR-AZ in 2016 opposed an Arizona bill requiring state
pension system divestment from any company boycotting
Israel. “It would be un-American to deny constituents
the right to work to change the illegal and discriminatory
actions of a foreign government,” Siddiqui said. In 2011
CAIR’s Los Angeles chapter (CAIR-LA) opposed criminal
prosecution of University of California (Irvine) students
who disrupted an Israeli ambassador’s speech.
Siddiqui, CAIR-LA former vice president and current
CAIR National Board member Masoud Nassimi, Billoo,
and CAIR as an organization signed a 2014 statement
supporting BDS because “funding racism and Apartheid
is un-American.” Supporting the “BDS Campaign to end
occupation” would recreate a “non-violent tactic that was
employed successfully during the South African freedom
struggle.” Among the demands was a Palestinian “right of
return” for millions descended from Palestinian refugees.
Corey Saylor, in 2007 the director of CAIR’s Department
to Monitor and Combat Islamophobia, rejected what he
called undue reliance on the “Israeli Apartheid lobby.” His
antipathy towards Israel flows logically enough from his
work from 1998 to 2001 with the now-defunct American
Muslims for Jerusalem (AMJ), whose November 1999
fundraising dinner struck one participant as “crudely antiJewish.” Speakers like Awad and Abdurahman Alamoudi,
who was subsequently convicted on terrorism charges, “vied
with one another in verbally assaulting the State of Israel
and American Jews,” Middle East scholar Daniel Pipes
reported.
Such events were no exception for AMJ, which helped
organize a notorious October 28, 2000 rally outside the
White House at which Alamoudi expressed support for
Hamas and Hezbollah before cheering crowds. AMJ
executive director Khalid Turaani likewise attended
conferences calling for jihad against Israel. He proclaimed
to Palestinians at a 2002 AMJ conference that “Allah will
allow you to conquer the land of Palestine. Its men, its
women, and its servants are in a state of jihad until the Day
of Judgment.” He added that “for too long the extremist
pro-Israel groups have literally gotten away with murder”
and that “we will never forget Jenin,” a reference to the
myth that Israel perpetrated a massacre in that city.
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Turaani’s fellow conference speakers included the notorious
anti-Semite Alison Weir, who likened the Palestinian
terrorist to a “terrorized victim who has tragically but
explicably turned to violence.” Even more anti-Semitic
was the neo-Nazi William Baker, who invoked the
aforementioned Palestinian “Right of Return” in such
circles. In their midst CAIR founder Omar Ahmed declared
that “pro-Israeli groups have brainwashed Americans.”
Several of the conference speakers such as Yahia Abdul
Rahman had links to the Islamic Shura Council of
Southern California, an organization uniting several
Muslim Brotherhood groups and individuals. The Islamic
supremacist and Hezbollah defender Mather Hathout
discussed Israeli “apartheid” and “Israeli-occupied territory”
in Congress, a body “more Zionist than the Knesset”
(Israel’s parliament). Former ISNA president and jihad/
sharia proponent Muzammil Siddiqi stated that “Zionists
have created much confusion and misconception in the
minds of Americans” concerning Jerusalem. He had
discussed Jerusalem at AMJ’s first meeting in Washington
in 1999 at which he falsely asserted that “Muslims
established and practiced the most tolerant multi-religious
and multi-faith character of Jerusalem.”
Contrary to the anti-Israeli invective of CAIR and its allies,
CAIR has “for many years … refused to unequivocally
condemn Palestinian terror organizations and Hezbollah
by name,” ADL notes. Accordingly, in a 2013 interview
Ayloush condemned any group that “engages in the
harming of civilians” but refused to name Hamas
specifically. Any such question concerning Hamas, he
added, is “not acceptable,” and “proves that you have
nothing but bigotry in you.”

CAIR laughably claimed that Islam did
not motivate a January 2016 stabbing
attack on a Philadelphia policeman by a
man screaming “Allahu Akbar.”
“As a civil rights organization we’re not here in the business
of being dragged into the Middle East affairs,” Ayloush
said of CAIR, falsely describing it as a purely “American
organization.” Organizations like the Investigative Project
on Terrorism (IPT) have amply documented CAIR’s serial
condemnations of American and Israeli national security
policies. Ayloush himself described American support
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for various dictatorships in Muslim countries as “partly
responsible” for the 2015 San Bernardino jihadist massacre.
CAIR might have tried to acquire a more diverse,
multicultural image with the 2013 appointment of Jacob
Bender as the executive director of the organization’s
Philadelphia chapter. Although the “first American Jew to
head a chapter of a Muslim community organization,” the
ADL notes, “Bender’s previous activism reveals a record of
hostility towards the Jewish State that is consistent with
CAIR’s anti-Israel agenda.” Bender and CAIR laughably
claimed that Islam did not motivate a January 2016
stabbing attack on a Philadelphia policeman by a man
screaming “Allahu Akbar.”

“If we are practicing Muslims, we are
above the law of the land.”
– CAIR Dallas/Fort Worth executive director Mustafa
Carroll, 2013

A FIFTH COLUMN

CAIR’s ideology presents a threat both to American civil
society and U.S. national security. “If we are practicing
Muslims, we are above the law of the land,” CAIR Dallas/
Fort Worth executive director and Hamas apologist Mustafa
Carroll said in 2013. Syed, whose CAIR-Missouri featured
in 2013 the venomous Khalid Yasin, once appealed online
to Muslims to “Report anti Islamic and anti Muslim content
on the internet to appropriate authorities … take actions
according to the Shariah.” Given sharia’s death penalty for
blasphemy, his call could have lethal implications depending
upon where Muslims worldwide heeded it.
Other CAIR members like Dallas leader Alia Salem,
speaking after the 2015 Garland, Texas, attack upon a
cartoon exhibit that invited artists to depict the Muslim
prophet Muhammad, also seem more influenced by sharia
than by the principle of free speech. “When does free speech
become hate speech, and when does hate speech become
incitement to violence?” Salem asked. “Free speech is not
the same as responsible speech.” After the publication of
the 2005 Danish Muhammad cartoons, Sarwat Husain
said that the “West has crossed all the boundaries of
civility for the followers of Islam” and displayed “unethical
double standards” in equating anti-Semitic expression with
criticism of Islam. She decried a “free passport and an open
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season to degrade Islam, Muslims” for Western media and
asked whether they wanted a “right of freedom of expression
or an intentional attempt to provoke a violent reaction.”
While the “freedom of expression in a democratic society
must always be balanced by the no-less-important notion of
social responsibility,” the West’s “dogma of free speech and
the freedom of expression is destructive to the rest of the
world.”
Husain’s condemnation of strict, even satirical scrutiny of
Islam, makes sense given her one-sided adulation of Islam,
as indicated by an article of hers from Christmas 2015.
Her ecumenical appeal to Christians that “Islam respects
and honors Jesus as a prophet, the same way it respects
and honors Muhammad” falsely equated Quran 98:5 with
Jesus’ Greatest Commandment. While this commandment
directs Jesus’ followers to “Love your neighbor as yourself,”
the zakat in Quran 98:5 does not have the common
meaning of “charity” as translated by her. Rather, the
almsgiving demanded by Islamic doctrine from its followers
resembles more a compulsory tax serving only the Islamic
community, including its jihad-related military demands.
(“Uncharitable,” by Andrew C. McCarthy, National Review,
April 23, 2011)
Husain also draws a deceptive equivalence between the
Greatest Commandment’s “Love the Lord your God” and
Quran 98:5’s stipulation that believers “were not commanded
except to worship Allah.” Yet this worship must have the
“correct religion,” as the subsequent verse 98:6 condemns
rejecters of Islam as the “worst of creatures” who “will be
in the fire of Hell,” an important caveat considering the
differences between Christianity and Islam. As Husain herself
wrote in 2010, Islam claims that Jesus was not crucified, but
rather “God saved Jesus and took him to paradise until the
hour would come to complete his mission in the end of time.”
Husain’s dubious assessments of Islam extend beyond
theology to more temporal matters like women’s rights
as shown by her participation in a 2006 St. Edward’s
University panel in Austin, Texas. As a reporter recounted,
Husain “felt privileged to be a part of a religion that gave
so many rights to its women” and believed that the “fight
for feminism in the West has been done already for Muslim
women in Islam.” While women worldwide have struggled
for equality for centuries, supposedly “all those rights were
given to women 1,400 years ago” in Islam, according to her
and notwithstanding numerous Islamic doctrines oppressing
women internationally today. While she has recounted the
lasting success of her arranged marriage at the age of 17
in India to a man she had never met, abusive Islamic child
marriages in Nigeria, for example, have been far less blissful.
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Outside Pulse Nightclub where a makeshift memorial has been
erected. Photo by Walter. License: http://bit.ly/2fNfMLN.

Like Husain, other CAIR officials unswervingly express a
Panglossian optimism about the House of Islam’s condition.
CAIR’s website proclaims that “several scholarly works
suggest that religion (Islam) is not the cause of terrorism,”
while the executive director of CAIR’s Minnesota chapter,
Jaylani Hussein, argued during a terrorism case that jihad
did not mean “holy war.” “In America the greatest threat to
any American is right-wing extremism,” Syed stated in 2015.
CAIR’s Oklahoma chapter executive director Adam
Soltani tweeted after Orlando jihadist slaughter that
“there is absolutely nothing in Islam that calls for the
killing of homosexuals or anyone else for that matter.”
Siddiqui made similar claims completely contrary to the
lethal facts concerning Islamic doctrinal condemnation
of homosexuality. In turn, Ahmed Bedier, CAIR-Tampa’s
founder and past leader who has accused Israel of “Nazilike tactics,” presented at CAIR-CT’s 2010 banquet
various World War II Muslims who, he said, were heroic
because they sheltered Jews during the Holocaust while the
“Catholic Church looked the other way.” His analysis not
only involves discredited accusations against the Vatican,
but ignores various Islamic genocidal ambitions against the
Jews both during and after the Holocaust.
For CAIR officials like Cyrus McGoldrick, CAIR-New
York’s America- and Israel-hating former civil rights
director, a top concern is an irrational “Islamophobia”
prejudicially targeting Muslims. “War depends on
Islamophobia. Zionism depends on Islamophobia,” he said
in 2012. “This goes back to the original colonization of this
country and moving Native Americans into concentration
camps that we call reservations.”
CAIR’s “Islamophobia” obsession often reaches absurd
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dimensions, such as when CAIR-Florida in April
“condemned a xenophobic alert sent out by the University
of Central Florida.” In this case involving a false report of
a gunman on campus, CAIR-Florida inexplicably criticized
“‘Middle Eastern origin’ as part of the alleged suspect
description.” CAIR National Communications Director
Ibrahim Hooper urged in 2013 with like ludicrousness that
media avoid the now ubiquitous term “Islamist.” This “has
become shorthand for ‘Muslims we don’t like’” and a word
“currently used in an almost exclusively pejorative context.”
In CAIR’s twisted understanding moderate Muslims like
Zuhdi Jasser who publicly confront dangers from within
their faith face derision as “Uncle Tom Muslims” and
“Uncle Zuhdi” from Billoo and Dhaouadi respectively.
Billoo has repeatedly condemned American military
personnel on several Memorial Days, leveling the accusation
that they are “engaged in terrorism.” Yet Dhaouadi has
uncritically quoted Muslim Brotherhood founder Hasan
al-Banna, and Billoo has expressed admiration for convicted
terrorism supporter (and CAIR-SFBA honoree) Sami AlArian and faux moderate Muslim Tariq Ramadan.

Government officials should follow the
FBI’s 2008 decision to end normal
relations with CAIR, an organization that
is freedom’s foe, not friend, more meriting
of prosecution than policy influence.

Walid’s assaults on interfaith harmony, given her history
of duplicity. The Investigative Project on Terrorism caught
her in 2008 observing that “it is very important, media
in the United States is very gullible” and “especially as a
Muslim, if you have something to say, they’ll come running
to you. And take advantage of that.” A CAIR slide also
revealed by the Investigative Project revealingly described
the “Characteristics of a Journalist” as “They will expect you
to do their work. Let them … Does little primary research
… Under extreme deadline pressure … Fears charges of
inaccuracy.”
While journalists may labor under such shortcomings,
the double games of Husain and others provide a clear,
compelling indictment of CAIR’s nefariousness. There is
simply no justification for responsible authorities to respect
CAIR’s claim to be the “nation’s largest Muslim civil rights
and advocacy organization” when the group conceals
its jihadist agenda. The group’s harmful actions were
devastating in 2011, when CAIR and 56 other organizations
successfully convinced the federal government to purge
training materials of derogatory information about Islamic
doctrine. Instead, government officials should follow the
FBI’s 2008 decision to end normal relations with CAIR, an
organization that is freedom’s foe, not friend, more meriting
of prosecution than policy influence.

Read previous articles from the Organization
Trends series online at
www.CapitalResearch.org/category/organization-trends/.

For all of their vitriol against United States Navy veteran
Jasser and his fellow service members, Billoo and Dhaouadi
have never condemned their fellow CAIR chapter executive
director in Michigan, Dawud Walid. He has supported
Hamas involvement in Israeli-Palestinian negotiations,
claimed that Muslims have “no other choice” but suicide
bombing attacks against Israel, and espoused various
conspiracy accusations against law enforcement. In glaring
contradiction to Sarwat Husain, one of his 2016 Facebook
postings condemned saying “Happy Easter” to Christians
as a blasphemous affirmation of Christianity’s triune
understanding of God. “Who are those who incurred the
wrath of Allah?” Walid asked in a 2012 sermon. “They are
the Jews.”
Nonetheless, no one should expect Husain to expose
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DOING GOOD

Effective Alternatives to the Welfare State

CAN THE PRIVATE SECTOR DO DISASTER RELIEF BETTER THAN THE GOVERNMENT?
By Kevin Boyd
In 2014, the Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of
Disasters estimated that over 140 million people around
the world were victims of natural disasters. Those disasters
killed 7,823 people worldwide. The United States is often
one of the countries hit the most when Mother Nature
attacks.
Traditionally, both here at home and abroad, government
is often the major provider of disaster relief. Usually the
state is the only entity that has the logistics and equipment
to provide immediate relief. The state is also seen as the
only entity that has the ability to pour enough money into
a disaster-affected area in order to begin the process. But
recent advancements in both the economy and technology
are giving the private sector an increasing role in providing
disaster relief.

WHEN GOVERNMENT HAS FAILED
The biggest failure of government when it comes to disaster
relief in recent memory is Hurricane Katrina in 2005.
The massive hurricane slammed into the Louisiana and
Mississippi coast, killing an estimated 1,836 people.

The biggest failure of government when it
comes to disaster relief in recent memory
is Hurricane Katrina in 2005. The
massive hurricane slammed into the
Louisiana and Mississippi coast, killing
an estimated 1,836 people.
The effects of the storm were magnified by failures of
government in both storm protection infrastructure and
evacuation. The city of New Orleans was surrounded
by a system of levees designed to withstand a Category
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After the levees broke – Lower 9th Ward, New Orleans, Louisiana.
2005. Photo by Infrogmation of New Orleans. License: http://bit.
ly/2eJn0BY.

3 hurricane. When Katrina was at its strongest in New
Orleans, it was a Category 2 at most. The storm did not
directly hit the city. The levees broke anyway, flooding
most of the city and killing over a thousand residents. An
independent investigation later determined that the levee
system protecting New Orleans was poorly constructed.
Another major failure before the storm was when the city
of New Orleans failed to evacuate its poorest and most
vulnerable residents. The city had an evacuation plan for
those who did not have cars, but the plan fell apart rather
quickly. There were not enough buses for those who wanted
to leave and even worse, the city did not utilize the large
numbers of school buses available, which were later flooded
in the storm. Provisions for evacuating patients out of
nursing homes completely fell apart and many patients were
killed in the storm and the aftermath.
When the cavalry did arrive, Louisiana’s suffering was not
over. The homeless from Hurricane Katrina were housed
Kevin Boyd is a senior correspondent for The Hayride and
an associate policy analyst at R Street. Follow him on
Twitter @kevinboyd1984.
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in travel trailers provided by FEMA. Many of those trailers
had toxic levels of formaldehyde in them. The trailer
manufacturers and the FEMA contractors who installed
them later agreed to a $42.6 million settlement with
Katrina victims, and others.

Provisions for evacuating patients out of
nursing homes completely fell apart and
many patients were killed in the storm
and the aftermath.
The recovery process was also bogged down in red tape. The
Road Home recovery program was a partnership between the
Louisiana state government and the federal government. The
state would run the program while the federal government
funded it. It was designed to give grants for those who
wanted to fix up their homes or buyout those who wanted
to leave. The program turned into a bureaucratic nightmare.
Many homeowners did not have their cases resolved for years
and were often unable to contact someone to help them. The
contractor responsible for administering the program was
accused of winning the contract through an insider deal.

LOUISIANA WOULD GET ANOTHER CHANCE TO GET IT RIGHT
In August 2016, a severe tropical rainstorm sat over much
of Louisiana and dropped so much rain that it has been
compared to “Biblical proportions.” The rainstorm, which
has been described as a hurricane without high winds, was
focused on Baton Rouge, which had become the largest city
in Louisiana, and its surrounding areas. Homes and entire
cities that have never flooded before were destroyed by the
torrential flooding rains. So far, damage has been estimated
at $8.7 billion as of writing and 13 were killed.
The loss of life could’ve been much worse if it wasn’t for
the efforts of the ordinary people of Louisiana. Instead of
waiting for the government to come and rescue them, the
people of Louisiana went out and rescued themselves.
When the floodwaters began to rise, many people found
themselves trapped in their homes. They called 911, but the
local and parish first responders were unable to cope with
the magnitude of the situation and often did not have the
resources to respond. But the “Cajun Navy” was able to step
up and respond to help their neighbors.
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Louisiana, August 18, 2016. Photo by Staff Sgt. Michelle Gonzalez,
U.S. Army National Guard. License: http://bit.ly/2fPUcdL.

Louisiana is a state that loves to hunt and fish. The state
even has “Sportsman’s Paradise” emblazoned on its license
plates. In order to hunt and fish in the swampy parts of the
state, flat-bottom boats are often required. These boats are
powered by an outboard motor and travel in shallow waters.
They can usually carry about 3-5 people and/or some gear
depending on the boat.

Instead of waiting for the government
to come and rescue them, the people of
Louisiana went out and rescued themselves.
During the flood, the flotilla of private boats that came
to the rescue of their neighbors became known as the
“Cajun Navy.” But they didn’t just go out into flooded
neighborhoods all by themselves. Supporting this ad hoc
rescue effort was a volunteer network powered by the latest
in modern technology.
For starters, the Cajun Navy had a fairly sophisticated
but decentralized dispatch system. If someone needed to
be rescued, they would go into a quasi-official Facebook
group and request pick up. The Cajun Navy also
monitored police and other first responder radio bands and
coordinated with local authorities as well.
A boat would then be dispatched via a smartphone walkietalkie app such as Zello that allowed push to talk over
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3G, 4G, and Wi-Fi. They kept track of which boats were
in the water and where they were through smartphone
GPS apps. Such smartphone technology was not available
during Hurricane Katrina. This dispatched system rescued
thousands of people and likely prevented further death and
destruction.
Once the people were rescued, they had to have places
to go. Instead of waiting on the Red Cross and the state
government to establish shelters, local volunteers went to
work themselves. Local churches all over the area were
converted into emergency shelters. In some cases, churches
were not enough.
The Celtic Media Centre in Baton Rouge is Louisiana’s
largest media and film production studio. It was built to
take advantage of Louisiana’s once generous film subsidies
and many movies have been filmed there. Patrick Mulhearn,
its executive director, saw the devastation and flooding
around him and knew he had to do something. He
opened the doors of his studio to as many as 2,000 flood
evacuees and even their pets. During Hurricane Katrina,
many people stayed behind and would not evacuate
because their pets were not welcome at Red Cross
shelters.
The studio provided a large, air conditioned shelter for flood
victims. Displaced doctors and nurses even set up a minihospital inside the studio. Local volunteers donated items
such as food, clothing, and blankets for the displaced. Other
churches and community organizations prepared hot meals
for those who had to temporarily reside there. Social media
was used to request needed items and ask for volunteers.
Once the rains stopped and the streets began to dry out,
more immediate needs such as delivering relief supplies had
to be met. Once again, the private sector and civil society
have proven to be far more efficient than the government.
One of the few success stories from Hurricane Katrina was
how Walmart was able to deliver food, water, diapers, baby
formula, and other needed essentials into the storm ravaged
areas. The retailer was able to utilize its impressive logistical
infrastructure to send trucks where they were needed to
deliver goods when their customers needed them.
Walmart proved to be a miracle worker once again. The
corporation has its own on-staff meteorologists that gave
constant weather updates in order to determine where
trucks needed to be. Plus, the company was able shift
deliveries from nearby distribution centers and stores to the
disaster area. Finally, the company was able to prioritize
deliveries of products such as water and diapers while
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Walmart was able to redirect shipments to the locations that
needed them the most. Photo by Walmart.
License: http://bit.ly/2g2FexB.
shifting other items to other stores.
There were numerous stories of private individuals and
companies stepping up to help their neighbors in need.
Sarah Joy Hays became a one-woman FEMA, delivering
tens of thousands of dollars’ worth of relief supplies. She
set up a GoFundMe account and ensured transparency by
listing the items she needed on an Amazon Wish List. Her
operation was so successful that Trader Joe’s Community
Outreach used her to distribute supplies to their employees.
She got those supplies around by using Uber to move
volunteers and goods, on Trader Joe’s dime. Ironically,
she became the point of contact for the local mail carriers’
union as well.

The private sector can provide immediate
disaster relief in a timelier manner than
the government. All that is needed to
empower ordinary people is keeping
government out of the way.
Another interesting story comes from Michelle Forte,
who owns Fleet Feet Baton Rouge. She used her store
to distribute thousands of pairs of shoes to people in
need. The shoes were donated from fellow Fleet Feet
franchises across the country and shoe manufacturers. One
manufacturer was looking to exit the running shoe industry
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and donated much of their remaining inventory to Forte.
Why did the people of Louisiana step up like this? Much
of it was due to their experiences during Katrina when they
waited for help, and it never came. But a part of it resulted
from the strong moral character of the people of Louisiana.
Their ingenuity enabled them to use technology developed
for fun to be put to use saving lives.
The lesson out of Louisiana is that the private sector
can provide immediate disaster relief in a timelier manner
than the government. In most cases, all that is needed to
empower ordinary people is keeping government out of the
way. When government expands, it crowds out the civil
society and the private sector. That can be a problem, even
in a disaster.

Read previous articles from the Doing Good series online at
www.CapitalResearch.org/category/doing-good/.

WANT TO SPOTLIGHT A CHARITY IN
YOUR HOMETOWN THAT’S ACTIVELY
IMPROVING PEOPLE’S LIVES?
Send the charity’s name and address, along with a short
summary of its work to Contact@CapitalResearch.org.
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LABOR WATCH
THE SEIU HOPES TO PLUNDER THE FAMILIES OF DISABLED PEOPLE
Minnesota homecare workers mount historic fight against the union
By Olivia Grady

Summary: In an effort to help their political supporters
in the unions, Minnesota Governor Mark Dayton and the
state’s legislature classified Minnesota’s home care providers
as government employees for purposes of collective bargaining.
Following a highly questionable vote, these home care providers
were unionized. SEIU Healthcare, part of a national
union closely tied to President Obama, became their union
representative. Now care providers like Kris Greene are fighting
back, seeking to decertify the union, in what may be the largest
decertification effort in labor law history.

In Minnesota, home care providers—also known as
personal care assistants (PCAs)—are individuals, usually
family members, who take care of disabled persons at home
and who are employed by those for whom they care. They
receive a small Medicaid subsidy to assist in their efforts.
In May 2013, after the longest legislative debates in state
history, the Minnesota legislature passed the Individual
Providers of Direct Support Services Representation Act,
and Governor Mark Dayton (D) signed the bill into law
declaring that
For the purposes of the Public Employment
Labor Relations Act … individual [homecare]
providers shall be considered … executive branch
state employees. … This section does not require
the treatment of individual providers as public
employees for any other purpose.
In other words: PCAs—people who provide home care to
the disabled, usually family members—are state employees
in Minnesota, but only for the purpose of their possible
representation by unions in collective bargaining.
PCAs do not receive the same benefits and rights as
government employees. PCAs do not have the sort of
employer/employee relationship with the government that
government employees have. Only individuals who need
care hire PCAs. These same individuals are the ones who
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give instructions to their PCAs, and only they can fire
their PCAs. At no time is the government involved in any
of these traditional employer responsibilities. The true
employer is (and should be) the disabled person, not the
government.

People who provide home care to the
disabled—usually family members—are
state employees in Minnesota, but only for
the purpose of their possible representation
by unions in collective bargaining.
After the bill was signed, the Minnesota Bureau of
Mediation Services (BMS) held a certification election,
that is, a vote to determine union representation. Most
people being “represented” were taken by surprise when
they learned of the vote, so it’s not surprising that the
turnout was dismal. (Think of the turnout in your home
precinct when there’s an unscheduled election, much less
one that’s unprecedented. Other than those deeply involved
in the process, how many people even know an election is
occurring?)
During the BMS-supervised election, which was held
on August 26, 2014, only 5,849 individuals voted in the
certification election for SEIU Healthcare Minnesota
despite the fact that there are 26,977 PCAs. That’s a turnout
of 21.7 percent.
Olivia Grady is a research fellow at the Center for Worker
Freedom, a project of Americans for Tax Reform in
Washington, D.C.
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And of these, only 3,543 of the voters voted for union
representation for Minnesota PCAs. Yet even though these
few thousand voters made up only 13.1 percent of the total
number of PCAs, the union won, because 3,543 (out of a
possible 26,977) was a majority of those who voted. And so
in August 2014, SEIU Healthcare Minnesota became the
exclusive bargaining representative for all the PCAs.
SEIU Healthcare Minnesota is, of course, a part of the
Service Employees International Union, a major player
in American politics. In the early days of the Obama
administration, for example, the head of the SEIU was the
most frequent visitor to the White House.
Supporters of freedom of assembly and free speech, and
of limiting union representation to actual employees who
want it, did not take this lying down. Now, groups are
fighting this unionization in two ways: a lawsuit and a
decertification campaign.
The lawsuit is supported by a group of Minnesota PCAs,
represented by Douglas Seaton, against Governor Dayton
and the SEIU. The campaign is led by Kristina (Kris)
Greene, a five-year PCA, and other PCAs with the help of
the Center for Worker Freedom (CWF) and its coalition
allies.

BACKGROUND: THE MINNESOTA PERSONAL CARE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Services, over 26,000 individuals participated in the
program in 2014 at a cost of $684 million.

By allowing nonelderly adults with
disabilities to arrange for their own care
at home, rather than live at an expensive
nursing home, PCA services were intended
to reduce costs for such individuals.
A major benefit of the program is its flexibility. Individuals
who have disabilities are given four options: the Flexible Use
option, the traditional PCA option, the PCA Choice option,
and the Shared Care option.
• The Flexible Use option allows special-needs
individuals to choose when they would like a
PCA to be at their home.
• Under the traditional PCA option, an agency will
train and pay the PCA workers.
• With the PCA Choice option, individuals hire
and train the assistants themselves.

Responding to the desire of disabled Vietnam veterans to
stay in their communities, PCA services were introduced in
Minnesota on July 1, 1977. The services were part of a stateplanned service for adults with physical disabilities.

•The Shared Care option provides one worker for
two or three people living in the same area.

In 1978, PCA services were added to Minnesota’s Medicaid
program as an optional service. From 1984 through today,
the program has been expanded to include children, the
elderly with disabilities, and those with mental illness or
disease.

Compared to other states, Minnesota is a leader in PCA
programs by requiring formal training and having a
financial intermediary assist with taxes and payroll. (Some
states, like New York and Massachusetts, also look into
living situations and social needs.)

The Minnesota PCA program allows PCAs to stay at
home and care for their loved ones, rather than put their
loved ones in an institution. Because of this, the PCA
program is thriving, and the PCAs truly appreciate it. In
fact, according to the Minnesota Department of Human

By allowing nonelderly adults with disabilities to arrange
for their own care at home, rather than live at an expensive
nursing home, PCA services were intended to reduce costs
for such individuals.
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THE LEGACY OF HARRIS V. QUINN

Like Minnesota, Illinois has a PCA program. It led to one
of the most important Supreme Court cases in labor law
history, Harris v. Quinn. The Court held that PCAs couldn’t
be forced to join a union or pay agency fees (fees, in lieu of
dues, paid by non-members of a union).
In Illinois, the attempts to unionize home caregivers actually
started in 1985 with the SEIU’s efforts to unionize PCAs. At
that time, the unions were stopped by a labor board ruling.

Then-Governor of Illinois, Rod
Blagojevich, unionized personal assistants
as pay back to the unions who supported
him during his election.
That did not prevent Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich (D)
from trying again. Just like Minnesota’s Governor Dayton,
Blagojevich unionized personal assistants as pay back to the
unions who supported him during his election. Blagojevich
accomplished this in 2003 by issuing an executive order
allowing the state to recognize personal assistants under
Illinois’ “Rehabilitation Program” as state employees. (Later,
Governor Dayton tried to unionize the PCAs by executive
order, as Blagojevich had done in Illinois, but he was
stopped by a District Court.)
When unionizing PCAs, Blagojevich got around the 1985
ruling by adding that the PCAs were government employees
for collective bargaining purposes only.
Blagojevich’s order read in part:
WHEREAS, the personal assistants work in
the homes of recipients throughout Illinois and
therefore cannot effectively voice their concerns
about the organization of the Home Services
program, their role in the program, or the terms
and conditions of their employment under the
Program without representation …
Shortly thereafter, an SEIU local quickly became the union
claiming to represent personal assistants. And, prior to
Harris v. Quinn, those who did not join the union were still
forced to pay an agency fee, a payment that purportedly
reimburses a union for the cost of collective bargaining, not
political activities.
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After Blagojevich went to jail, his successor Pat Quinn
in 2009 used Blagojevich’s method to unionize personal
assistants under a similar but different initiative, the
“Disabilities Program.”
Standing in his way, though, was Pamela Harris, a PCA
and mother of a son who has a disability. After learning
of Quinn’s order from a union representative, Harris sent
letters to other personal assistants, explaining that the
unionization was going to reduce the Medicaid support
and the independence of the personal assistants. She
said her decision to send the letters was based on her
support of the First Amendment. She declared: “I
fully support, share and defend freedom of association
and know that every worker should have the right to
decide for themselves whether or not they belong to labor
organizations.”
The majority of personal assistants voted against joining the
union, but Quinn refused to rescind his order.
With the help of the National Right to Work Legal Defense
Foundation, Harris and other PCAs sued the governor in
the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois,
challenging the agency fees as a violation of their First
Amendment rights.

“I fully support, share and defend freedom
of association and know that every
worker should have the right to decide for
themselves whether or not they belong to
labor organizations.”
— Pamela Harris, Lead Defendant, Harris v. Quinn

On June 30, 2014, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled 5-4 in
favor of Harris and the PCAs. In the majority’s opinion, the
Supreme Court first rejected Governor Quinn’s argument
that the agency fee promotes peace. Writing for the
majority, Justice Samuel Alito stated:
Petitioners do not contend that they have a First
Amendment right to form a rival union. Nor do they
challenge the authority of the [SEIU] to serve as the
exclusive representative of all the personal assistants
in bargaining with the State. All they seek is the right
not to be forced to contribute to the union, with
which they broadly disagree.
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Governor Quinn had argued that the union helped PCAs by
improving wages and benefits, organizing training programs,
etc. The Supreme Court also dismissed this argument:
The agency-fee provision cannot be sustained unless
the cited benefits for personal assistants could not
have been achieved if the union had been required
to depend for funding on the dues paid by those
personal assistants who chose to join. No such
showing has been made.
The Court mentioned in explaining its reasoning that other
organizations depend on voluntary donations and have been
able to advocate effectively. Therefore, the union’s argument
that it was effective because of the forced dues was not
persuasive.
Alito added that, “except perhaps in the rarest of
circumstances, no person in this country may be compelled
to subsidize speech by a third party that he or she does not
wish to support.”
Because of the Harris ruling, only traditional government
employees who receive rights and benefits can be forced to
pay agency fees, not people who work at home and receive
Medicaid subsidies.

“Except perhaps in the rarest of
circumstances, no person in this country
may be compelled to subsidize speech
by a third party that he or she does not
wish to support.”
— Supreme Court Justice Samuel Alito

Of the case, Pamela Harris says, “As a mother, I protected
my right to care for my son without intrusion. I refused to
be bullied into compliance with their scheme.”
Unfortunately, despite the defeat of the unions in the
Harris case, PCAs are still often tricked into signing a dues
deduction authorization, which is very difficult to cancel.
As a result, many have dues withheld, even though they
have a technical right to avoid the withholding of dues.

BATTLE LINES ARE DRAWN

On August 18, 2015, in the case of Greene v. Dayton, six
homecare providers sued Minnesota Governor Dayton and
SEIU Healthcare in Minnesota’s federal district court. They
argued that the PCA/union statute violates the Supremacy
Clause of the U.S. Constitution, changes their preexisting contracts, and violates the Contract Clause of the
Minnesota and U.S. Constitutions.
Unfortunately, Kris Greene and other PCAs lost in the
District Court and in the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals.
And, with Justice Scalia’s death, the U.S. Supreme Court
deadlocked on the appeal. Since this effort is at least
temporarily stymied in the courts, the Center for Worker
Freedom, a project of Americans for Tax Reform along
with other coalition allies, is helping Kris Greene and a
dozen other PCAs launch a decertification campaign in
Minnesota.
Kris Greene is a five-year PCA in the Lakeville area of
Minnesota. The mother of a daughter with a disability, she
has taken care of her daughter for over 24 years. Because
she appreciates the Medicaid subsidy, she does not want the
union to come between her and the care of her daughter.
She wrote in a newspaper op-ed:
On June 10, 1992, I gave birth to my daughter
Meredie.
She was a beautiful baby girl; my husband, Dave,
and I couldn’t have been happier or prouder. When
we were told that Meredie suffered from RubinsteinTaybi syndrome, we knew we were in for some
unique challenges. But we also knew having her in
our lives was more than worth it.
Five years ago, I joined a Minnesota program and
became a personal care assistant (PCA) to my
daughter. Though I had been caring for her for her
entire life, joining this PCA program allowed us
to receive a modest Medicaid subsidy to assist in
her care. It also allowed Meredie to live at home,
instead of in a government-run institution.
My husband and I consider this public support a
generous gift that we have not taken for granted
and for which we are very grateful. Meredie
continues to live at home with us, where we know
she is happy and safe under our care, instead of
with a stranger who may or may not have her best
interests at heart.
Unfortunately, this wonderful program is being
looted by a third party that has no business
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intruding in the affairs of my family: the Service
Employees International Union (SEIU).
Greene described how her group was blindsided by politics.
A few years ago, the Minnesota Legislature passed
a law declaring me and other PCAs “public
employees.” The reasoning, I suppose, is that we
receive some public support and that, therefore, we
work for the state. That’s ridiculous, of course. I
work for my daughter, not the state of Minnesota.
So why would the Legislature pass such a law,
especially since we are not entitled to the pension or
health care benefits that regular public employees
have access to?
The answer is written right there in the law itself.
We are considered public employees only for
purposes of “collective bargaining.” In other words,
only so that politicians in St. Paul can force us into
a union. And that’s exactly what they did.
She has set up a website, MNPCA.org, as a forum for PCAs
to connect with one another and exchange resources and
tips. They can also read about the decertification campaign
and other news items, as well as fill out the authorization
card.
On the site, Greene explained why she has launched the
campaign:
I am grateful for the public support we receive to
help us care for our daughter. It’s a government
program that has worked wonderfully, allowing
special needs individuals to be at home instead
of an institution. I worry that a union will make
this valuable program both less effective and more
complicated.
She does not want the union to take 3 percent of the
subsidy. “I don’t need a union to help me take care of my
daughter. And I don’t need a union taking 3% of our
money.”
Center of the American Experiment vice president Kim
Crockett noted in an article that “here you have SEIU
skimming 3 percent off the top from low-wage PCAs who
are being compensated with a Medicaid benefit intended to
help disabled Minnesotans.”

decertification need to persuade at least 30 percent of the
bargaining unit (over 9,000 PCAs in Minnesota) to sign
authorization cards. The deadline is in early December. (The
card can be obtained at the MNPCA.org website.)
If the Minnesota Bureau of Mediation Services confirms
these cards, another vote will be held to determine whether
the SEIU Healthcare union should continue to represent
these workers. A majority of those who vote will decide
whether the SEIU will continue to be their exclusive
representative and be authorized to deduct up to $948 per
year in dues from PCA members’ benefits.

It’s much easier to get a union certified
than decertified.
The outcome of this effort will reverberate across the
country. In the event the homecare providers do not
succeed, unions will continue to support the election of
politicians who will use this playbook to pay the unions
back. In addition, in Minnesota, up to 3 percent of the
Medicaid subsidy that PCAs receive will go to the unions
(that is, 3 percent of the payments that should go to care
providers who are stuck as union members). The program
will also become more complicated and less effective.
And the SEIU will use the dues paid by PCAs to support
politicians with whom the PCAs may not agree.
On the other hand, if Greene and the other personal
care assistants are successful, this will be the largest
decertification in the history of U.S. labor law and will deal
an expensive and embarrassing blow to this union.
Stay tuned as Labor Watch follows this important story.

Read previous articles from the Labor Watch series online
at www.CapitalResearch.org/category/labor-watch/.

DECERTIFICATION

It’s much easier to get a union certified than decertified.
Under the rules, the homecare providers seeking
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FOUNDATION WATCH
CLINTON, TRUMP, AND THEIR PHILANTHROPIES
By Martin Morse Wooster
This article was originally published in Philanthropy Daily.
One of the many points of similarity between Hillary
Clinton and Donald Trump is that they both run
philanthropies. As Naomi Schaefer Riley notes in The
Weekly Standard, neither Clinton nor Trump are very good
philanthropists. She warns that the problems that both the
Clinton Foundation and the Trump Foundation have might
generally spell trouble for philanthropy.
I agree with her that both Clinton and Trump aren’t
particularly good philanthropists. But her fears that the
problems of the two presidential candidates and charity will
somehow doom charity are overstated.
It might be a worthwhile project to summarize why the Clinton
Foundation is problematic. The Clinton Foundation largely
spends money on its programs. That isn’t a bad thing, but what
is bad is that many of these programs don’t actually help poor
people advance, but seem to be networking programs where
the great and the good get together and tell each other how
special they are and how caring they are. I thought Thomas

Both Clinton and Trump aren’t
particularly good philanthropists.
Frank did as good a job as anyone at explaining why these fancy
networking sessions are so irritating.
Then there’s the relationships between some of the Clinton
Foundation’s donors and whether or not they were in a “pay
for play” deal where they got privileges in return for their
donations. It would be worthwhile to do an analysis of
foreign donors who contributed to the Clinton Foundation
while Hillary Clinton was Secretary of State and what they
got in return for their money. I note that Judicial Watch,
as part of their ongoing lawsuits against Hillary Clinton,
her associates, and the State Department, keep uncovering
questionable emails about the Clinton Foundation.
29

Photo by KAZ Vorpal. License: http://bit.ly/2fNqbHs. Photo cropped.

Finally, there’s the consulting firm Teneo, who you will
recall from the scandals over Hillary Clinton’s emails, was
an organization that Huma Abedin worked for part-time
while she was also working for the State Department parttime. The scandal of Judith Rodin, who, while Rockefeller
Foundation president, hired Teneo to unsuccessfully lobby
the State Department for an unpaid advisory position (which
she failed to obtain) is well known. (I write about this in the
April 2016 issue of Foundation Watch.)
Were there other charities that similarly used Teneo? If so,
what were they?
(Jim Geraghty reminded me of an article on Teneo by Alec
McGillis from the New Republic in 2013, which charges
that Teneo and its president, Doug Band, were responsible
for inspiring the “undertow of transactionalism at the
glittering annual dinners” of the Clinton Foundation, “the
fixation on celebrity, and a certain contingent of donors
whose charitable contributions and business interests
occupy an uncomfortable proximity.”)

Martin Morse Wooster is a senior fellow at the Capital
Research Center.
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As for Donald Trump, the problem here is, like much
discussion of his wealth, there’s a lot of vaporware. There
have been lots of stories where the Trumps have claimed
that they made massive donations, all of which have been
secret. The Trumps have also put out a lot of fustian about
how they have privately helped dozens and dozens of people,
none of whom have deigned to speak for the record.
Riley quotes the Washington Post as reporting that the
Trumps have “donated about $2.8 million” in the past
15 years to the Donald J. Trump Foundation and that
Trump has not contributed any money to his foundation
since 2008. Such claims are unfair to Trump as they
underestimate the funds his foundation receives.

The Trumps have claimed that they
made massive donations, all of which
have been secret. The Trumps have
also put out a lot of fustian about how
they have privately helped dozens and
dozens of people, none of whom have
deigned to speak for the record.
Riley didn’t look at the Form 990s. Well, thanks to
GuideStar, I have. Here are the last three years of the
Donald J. Trump Foundation:

2012

Assets: $1.7 million
Grants: $1.7 million
Three largest beneficiaries: Dana-Farber Cancer Institute:
$200,000; Martin Greenberg Foundation: $158,000;
American Cancer Society: $102,000

2013

Assets: $1.4 million
Grants: $914,000
Three largest grants: Fidelity Investments Charitable
Gift Fund: $115,000; Nicklaus Children’s health Care
Foundation: $100,000; American Cancer Society: $60,000

2014

Assets: $1.4 million
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Grants: $591,000
Three largest grants: Citizens United Foundation: $100,000;
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society: $50,000; Columbia
Grammar and Preparatory School: $50,000
As for the Eric Trump Foundation, from 2012 to 2014
it raised between $1.3 million and $2 million and gave
about $100,000 less than it raised each year to the St.
Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital. I don’t know whether
the Eric Trump Foundation is, legally, a private operating
foundation, but it acts like one.
Of course the press should report on the Donald Trump
Foundation’s activities. I’d like to know what the gift to
the Martin Greenberg Foundation was about and why the
foundation contributed to a Fidelity Investments fund. But
we should report on what the foundation actually does, as
opposed to speculation about gifts for which there are no
documentation.
Riley reminds us that Donald Trump has been a public
figure for such a long time that Waldemar A. Nielsen,
interviewed by the Chronicle of Philanthropy in 1990
declared that Trump’s contributions were “kind of
dinky” for a man who said, even back then, that he
was a billionaire. Of course the criterion shouldn’t be
how much you give, but whether you give wisely. If the
Trump Foundation’s 990s were for the Donald J. Smith
Foundation, we wouldn’t think they were interesting
or newsworthy. But Donald J. Smith is not the current
Republican President-elect.

Neither Trump nor Clinton are
representative of philanthropy as
a whole, and the problems of these
donors will not lead to more general
investigations of philanthropy.
Riley concludes by claiming that reports about the giving
patterns of Trump and the Clintons could “lead to calls
on both sides of the aisle for more government oversight
of charities,” including having the federal government
determine who sits on a foundation board, curtailing the
charitable tax deduction, and mandating an increase in the
payout rate. I strongly suspect that none of these things
will happen regardless of whether Trump or Clinton wins.
Remember that the Obama administration proposed
30

curtailing the charitable deduction, and their efforts, rightly,
did not go anywhere. It may well be that the Clinton
Foundation scandals could result in some changes, much
as the ban on self-dealing in the 1960s came about because
foundations were self-dealing.
But I wouldn’t expect any significant changes, particularly
in the payout rate, because no one outside philanthropy
cares about the payout rate. They really don’t.
There will be many more stories about Donald Trump and
Hillary Clinton’s giving. But neither Trump nor Clinton are
representative of philanthropy as a whole, and the problems
of these donors will not lead to more general investigations
of philanthropy.

Read previous articles from the Foundation Watch
series online at
www.CapitalResearch.org/category/foundation-watch/.
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GREEN WATCH
INVASION OF THE SPECIES

Bureaucrats and activists look at the endangered species problem the wrong way.
By Scott J. Cameron

Summary: Critics say that environmentalists and their
bureaucratic allies often treat environmental threats, not
as problems to be solved, but as excuses to interfere with
much-needed infrastructure projects and with jobs-creating
businesses. If we are to protect endangered and threatened
species from extinction, and rivers and streams from pollution,
and agriculture and industry in general from biological
threats, then we need to understand that invasive species pose
a clear and present danger to the public health, economy, and
environment of the United States. And we need to take action
accordingly.

To be successful in a conflict, one must aim for the right
targets. To be blinded to the facts by pre-conceived notions
or by political ideology can be disastrous. We see that
principle at work in the effort to preserve endangered species.

The Administration has paid precious
little attention to an obvious,
immediate, and severe environmental
threat: invasive species.

Florida crocodile. Photo by Andrew Bovingdon. License: https://
www.flickr.com/photos/bov/7125081151/.

tourists to travel across oceans in hours instead of weeks,
and a generally more mobile and well-traveled population
in the developed world, are all generally viewed as positive
aspects of life in the 21st Century. There is, however,
a serious detrimental, unintended consequence of
globalization that presents significant economic, ecological,
and public health challenges that affect our lives every day.
That unintended consequence is the spread of invasive
species. The problem’s manifestations vary in severity and
nature from one region of the United States to another,
but the problem is universal, whether it is being played out
in suburban New York City, the open range of Montana,
downtown Chicago, Florida’s Everglades, or San Francisco
Bay.

The Obama Administration is preoccupied with fighting
a war on the threat supposedly posed by a distant and
indeterminate degree of climate change. Meanwhile, for
almost eight years it has paid precious little attention to an
obvious, immediate, and severe environmental threat, one
with obvious and immediate ecological, economic, and
public health consequences: invasive species.

An ecological collapse is in the offing in Florida’s
Everglades. Over the last 20 years the federal and state
governments have spent about $3 billion in the name of
ecosystem restoration to undo the negative consequences of
the well-intended water management decisions of the 1960s
and 1970s that were supposed to provide flood control and
economic development in the Sunshine State. Yet a more
insidious ecological problem is threatening to negate any

DEFINING THE PROBLEM

Scott J. Cameron is a former Deputy Assistant Secretary at the
Department of the Interior.

Increased global trade, the ability of businessmen and
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benefit from all that spending, and render futile the tough
political and economic decisions that have been made to try
to re-plumb South Florida.
Like the wave after wave of barbarian hordes that infiltrated
and ultimately wrecked the Roman Empire, Florida has
been subject to successive waves of ecological invasions.
Burmese pythons, tegu lizards, and most recently maneating Nile crocodiles have all found their way into Florida.
Burmese pythons are currently the most dramatic case
illustrating the point. Whether deliberately released into
the wild by pet owners who belatedly decided it might
be inconvenient to continue to care for a pet snake
that eventually grew into a twenty-foot behemoth, or
accidentally released when one of Florida’s hurricanes
trashed the facilities rearing the prospective pets, the
state is now faced with the problem of dealing with the
estimated hundreds of thousands of Burmese pythons that
have established a very prolific and successful breeding
population in South Florida.
First observed in the wild in the year 2000, like the
proverbial serpent in the Garden of Eden, these reptiles
are up to no good. Indeed, they are eating everything they
can get their jaws into and their coils around. As a result,
native animal populations are being decimated. Rabbits
and foxes can no longer be easily found in the Everglades,
while populations of raccoons are down an estimated 99.3
percent, opossum by 98.9 percent, and bobcat, 87.5 percent.

Invasive Burmese pythons eat endangered
species that the federal government has
spent millions trying to recover.
Pythons have been caught with deer in their stomachs.
Pythons eat endangered species that the federal government has
spent millions trying to recover. Those recovery efforts were
also often made at the expense of private sector development
opportunities and job growth. Pythons regularly do battle
with American alligators, and often win those fights to the
death. In their Asian homeland, the pythons are known
to kill leopards, so they may well occasionally be eating
endangered Florida panthers, adding to the difficulty of
efforts to recover those animals. It is reasonable to assume
that the pythons will eventually push some native Florida
mammals or birds onto the endangered species list, with
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Zebra mussels can attach to any hard surface, such as the outside
of a native mussel’s shell. These native mussels are slowly smothered
by the colony of invasive zebra mussels covering the opening of their
shells. Photo by Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources. License:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/widnr/8380184933/.

significant economic implications for Florida’s landowners,
as well as for the ecosystem.

ECONOMIC IMPACTS

According to Cornell University estimates, invasive species
cost the American economy over $120 billion per year in
revenue forgone and other costs. The California Academy of
Sciences estimates the annual global impact from invasives
to be roughly $1.2 trillion.
Agriculture suffers about half the damage, but no sector of
society is immune. Terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems are
both at risk. Zebra mussels and the closely related quagga
mussels evolved in the freshwater Caspian Sea and rivers in
eastern Europe. Around 1988 some immature zebra mussels
were inadvertently sucked into the ballast water reservoirs
of a Soviet freighter headed across the Atlantic and into
the Great Lakes, where it probably docked at Detroit, or
nearby Windsor, Ontario, to take on cargo. In order to
accommodate the weight of the cargo, it had to release some
of the ballast water.
The zebra mussels were carried along with that ballast water
into the Detroit River. They were soon found in Canada’s
Lake St. Clair, where they multiplied and spread across the
Great Lakes. From the Great Lakes they have hitchhiked on
the hulls of commercial vessels and recreational boats and
spread across most of eastern North America. In the Great
Lakes they number in the billions, covering beaches with
their shells, and growing in dense masses across the Lakes.
They clog pipes, encrust a wide variety of infrastructure in
contact with infected waters, and smother everything they
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come in contact with, including native mussels.
Electric utilities, water utilities, factories, marinas,
navigation locks, dams, power plants, all are affected by
zebra and quagga mussels. The estimated annual increased
maintenance cost of water facilities in the Great Lakes alone
is $500 million.
The mussels were accidentally moved by Midwestern
recreationists on the hulls or in the bilge water of their
pleasure boats into the Colorado River Basin, where they
now can be found in the chain of reservoirs from Lake
Mead south to the Mexico border. They pose a constant
threat to the irrigation and water delivery systems of the
Central Valley of California, and the Columbia River Basin’s
navigation, hydroelectric, and irrigation facilities. If these
invasive mussels become established in those systems, the
economic impact would be in the billions, affecting electric
ratepayers, the cost of exports to Asia, and the water supplied
to the most valuable agricultural area in the country.

appeared in the Western hemisphere in 2015, when it
was found in Brazil. By 2016, international travelers had
brought it to the United States, resulting in 755 domestic
cases. Although rarely life-threatening, the disease produces
birth defects in unborn children, making it a serious public
health threat.

The invasive plant bamboo creates a great
habitat for invasive Asian tiger mosquitos,
which in turn are a significant vector for
the invasive Zika virus.

Because these mussels are incredibly effective filter feeders,
they concentrate pollutants and toxicants in the water, and
pass them on in concentrated form to any fish or waterfowl
that dares to eat them. As a result, they have been associated
with outbreaks of avian botulism, hurting the recreational
opportunities and associated tourism industry in the Great
Lakes, as well as causing significant ecological problems.

The invasive Asian tiger mosquito is again a vector for
spreading Zika, and the risk is compounded due to the
mosquito’s interaction with yet another invasive species:
bamboo. The Asian tiger mosquito is particularly difficult to
eradicate since it can breed in remarkably small quantities
of water, such as the water that collects in the chambers
of broken bamboo reeds. Hence the invasive plant bamboo
creates a great habitat for invasive Asian tiger mosquitos, which
in turn are a significant vector for the invasive Zika virus.

PUBLIC HEALTH IMPACTS

WE HAVE MET THE ENEMY …

Each year invasive species of microbes from overseas make
Americans sick, putting people in the hospital or killing
them. For instance, West Nile virus came to the U.S. in
1999, presumably brought to the country from northern
Africa by an infected international traveler, who in turn
was bitten by mosquitos that themselves became infected
and passed on the disease to others. The invasive Asian
tiger mosquito is a particularly threatening vector for
the disease. Although a real threat to human health, the
disease was especially deadly to birds. By 2012, millions of
North American birds had been killed by the virus, along
with 1,500 people. More than 37,000 Americans had been
sickened by the disease, causing millions in medical costs.
In 2014, America had a handful of occurrences of the Ebola
virus, whose roots are in West Africa. While the domestic
public health scare was disproportional to the actual impact
here, Ebola is a deadly disease. The West African epidemic
killed more than 11,000 people. The U.S. government has
so far spent nearly $3 billion to address Ebola.
The Zika virus originated in eastern Africa and first
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Many of the historical and current invasive species problems
facing the United States are the direct or indirect result of
the federal government’s actions or inactions. All too often
it is fair to say—in the phrase popularized by cartoonist
Walt Kelly—“We have met the enemy and he is us.”
In some cases, the road to environmental hell is paved with
the federal government’s good intentions. Indeed, several
of our most problematic invasive species were promoted
by the federal government to address some unrelated
policy objective. For instance, kudzu, “the vine that ate
the south,” was introduced from Japan in 1876 at the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, and soon thereafter
was marketed as an ornamental plant to shade porches.
The USDA Soil Erosion Service, the predecessor to today’s
Natural Resources Conservation Service, subsequently
encouraged farmers to plant kudzu as a soil erosion control
method during the 1930s. Over time, with USDA’s help, the
plant extended its invasion of the southeastern United States
from approximately 3 million acres in 1946 to more than
7 million acres currently. Kudzu smothers trees and entire
forests in its path, laying out an impenetrable green carpet.
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CBP’s primary focus is on preventing terrorism, naturally,
so the plant protection mission, which it took over from
USDA when DHS was created in 2002, tends to receive less
attention. CBP only inspects for pests about 5 percent of the
actual shipments entering the United States. The primary
vector for pests entering the country is as a stowaway on
solid wood packaging. Pallets, wooden dunnage, crates, and
wooden reels have all been implicated in the introduction of
highly damaging insects into the country.
International standards adopted in 2002 to reduce the

Kudzu takes over a forest. Photo by Robert Michalove. License:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/robertmichalove/4358519700/.

It greatly diminishes the productivity of southeastern timber
lands and crowds out native plants and the animals that
depend on them. USDA ultimately listed kudzu as a weed
in 1970, but by then the proverbial genie was long since out
of the bottle.
In 2013, the Congressional Research Service pointed out
that in the past decade some listings of injurious species
under the Lacey Act had taken five to six years to make it
through the regulatory process. The requirement to apply
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process to
Lacey Act listings is apparently responsible for at least some
of these delays, since Lacey Act listings usually happened
much faster prior to NEPA’s enactment in 1970. These
totally unacceptable delays can easily result in the injurious
organism spreading widely through commerce before it is
effectively regulated. In a number of instances, members of
Congress have actually introduced legislation to list species
as injurious, because the “normal” regulatory process is
perceived to take too long. The fact that in at least some
cases these bills have been introduced by congressmen who
would normally characterize themselves as not desiring
more federal regulatory intrusion on American society only
underscores how frustrated Congress is with the Lacey Act’s
glacial implementation.

FIVE SWINGS BEFORE A STRIKE

While USDA and its Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service set the regulations designed to control the
introduction of invasive plant pests into the United States,
the Department of Homeland Security’s Customs and
Border Protection (CBP) agency enforces those regulations.
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Amazingly, Customs and Border
Protection’s 2007 policy allows each
importer five violations per year of
the international standard before the
importer can be fined. Where else in our
legal framework can you violate the law
five times per year before being penalized?
invasive species risks posed by wood packaging were heavily
influenced by the United States. In 2007, CBP adopted
policy to be consistent with USDA regulations relating to
the international standard. When CBP finds an infected
shipment, it can refuse entry into the country, require that
the shipment be treated with a pesticide, and potentially
impose a fine on the importer.
Amazingly, CBP’s 2007 policy allows each importer five
violations per year of the international standard before
the importer can be fined. This policy, first adopted ten
years ago to smooth the transition to the new regulatory
requirements, was misguided then and is an absolute
travesty now. Where else in our legal framework can you
violate the law five times per year before being penalized?
Does a traffic cop give you five free speeding violations
each year before you get a ticket? Can you rob five banks
each year before a court issues a warrant for your arrest? It
is never a good idea to foster contempt for the law. In my
opinion, CBP needs to start fining all violators for every
offense, with no more free rides.
Because a lot is at stake.
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BIOSECURITY/DISEASE

Invasive species pose a biosecurity risk to the United
States, threatening public health, the economy, and the
environment. The threat may not be as obvious as other
national security threats, but it is no less real.
The United States is a highly technological society with
the world’s best medical care. As a result, we are unlikely
to experience an epidemic like the medieval Black Death
or colonial era smallpox that kills a large fraction of the
population. But even an epidemic that sickens a minority
of the population and only kills a fraction of those sickened
could produce medical costs in the billions of dollars and
be a drag on the economy, in addition to the terrible human
toll. Swine flu, avian flu, Zika virus, West Nile virus, Ebola
have all threatened Americans to varying degrees over the
last decade. In some ways, the fear and anxiety associated
with a prospective epidemic may exceed the actual impact of
the disease, but the psychological impact on the population
is real, with political, budgetary, and social consequences.

RISK TO DOMESTIC FOOD SUPPLY

One tactic in ancient warfare was to burn the crops of
your enemy in order to starve them into submission. If you
succeeded, it became unnecessary to defeat them on the
battlefield. With invasive species, the American food supply
is at real risk, although in our case the risk is facing higher
prices at the grocery store or being more reliant on imports,
rather than starvation. Four examples will illustrate the
point.
The term “Florida orange juice” has been a beloved
marketing phrase in American consumer culture for at
least half a century, but the Florida citrus industry now
faces an existential threat from an invasive insect from
Asia. The Asian citrus psyllid is a tiny insect with a big
impact. It spreads an Asian disease called Huanglongbing,
or citrus greening, a bacterium that attacks orange and
grapefruit trees, eventually killing them within five years.
As a result, orange production in Florida is now down
about 75 percent in the last decade, related employment
is down nearly 20 percent, acreage in oranges is down by
about a third, and economic loss to the state economy is
about $1 billion annually. For those farmers fighting back
against the insect with pesticides, their costs have gone up
substantially. A citrus grower now spends $2,250 an acre to
grow trees. (Prior to citrus greening, he would spend $850
an acre, according to Florida Citrus Mutual, an industry
association.)
Not everyone is willing to fight. By 2014, about 125,000
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Red leaves are an indication that a grapevine is infected with the
viral leafroll disease. Photo by Planeta Agronómico.
License: http://bit.ly/2gobtZL.

acres of citrus groves had simply been abandoned, according
to the Atlantic Monthly. The impact is national. When
you buy a carton of orange juice from your local grocery
store, look at the label. Odds are it will say at least some of
the oranges that went into the carton came from Central
or South America. Florida is not the only state at risk from
this Asian invader. California and Texas citrus growers are
warily watching developments in Florida—and hoping the
USDA finds a silver bullet to fight the psyllid or the bacteria
it spreads.
California wine now ranks with the best in the world,
regularly competing well against the best that French
vineyards have to offer. Yet that world-ranked wine industry,
and the billions of dollars in economic value it represents,
faces numerous foreign threats. Three of the more serious
constant threats are the glassy-winged sharpshooter that
transmits bacterial Pierce’s disease, the vine mealybug
that transmits the viral leafroll disease, and the European
grapevine moth.
The California Department of Food and Agriculture and
USDA are fighting what amounts to a constant guerilla
war against these pests. After being in decline for most of
the 2000s, the sharpshooter has staged a resurgence in the
2010s in southern California, according to the University of
California. So far, it has successfully been excluded from the
heart of the wine industry in northern California, because
cold winters kill the bacteria. The vine mealybug reduces
vineyard productivity and was introduced accidentally
on contaminated nursery stock. Hot water immersion
is effective at removing the bug from nursery stock. The
grapevine moth is the biggest threat to Europe’s wine
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industry. While it was found in large numbers in the Napa
Valley in 2010, it has now largely been exterminated from
California, due to an effective quarantine program that bans
movement of farm equipment and vines from still-infected
areas. Constant vigilance against invasive species is the price
of a robust California wine industry.
Vermont maple syrup is another iconic agricultural product
at risk from invasive species. Currently, most maple syrup
sold in the U.S. actually comes from Canada, with Vermont
in second place. Maple trees are a favorite target of the
Asian long-horned beetle, which first entered the U.S. in
New York City from contaminated wood packaging from
China in 1996. The beetle has had several outbreaks in the
mid-Atlantic states, New England, and the Midwest. The
environs of Worcester, Massachusetts, has been the hardest
hit area, with 34,000 infected trees removed in order to
stop the spread of this (luckily for us) poor-flying insect.
To date, infestations have been localized and contained in
urban areas in trees along city streets, or in city parks. But
if the insect ever breaks into the northern hardwood forests
of New England, the impact on the maple syrup industry
would be serious. A secondary impact would be on tourism,
as the fall foliage in New England would be not nearly as
bright without scarlet maple leaves.
In Asia, Africa, and South America, viral hoof and mouth
disease is a constant threat to livestock herds. Vaccination
has successfully kept this invasive animal disease at bay in
Europe and North America. The last outbreak in the U.S.
was almost a century ago, in 1929. Infected animals are
killed, buried, or burned in order to avoid the spread of the
contagious virus, and the quarantine imposed essentially
cuts off beef, pork, and lamb exports from the infected
region. While vaccinated animals show no symptoms,
they can still carry and transmit the disease to uninfected
animals. If a terrorist group wanted to do damage to the
American food supply and economy, a well-designed
biological attack against our Midwestern livestock herds
would be an effective strategy.

Invasive species have done so much damage
to native species that they have contributed
to more than 40 percent of the listings
under the Endangered Species Act.
The most famous recent near-miss involving invasive species
and the ESA is the case of the greater sage grouse. This bird,
once numerous and widespread across the West, has been
experiencing population declines for a number of years.
Its sagebrush habitat has been degraded by increasingly
severe and frequent wildfires, caused by the invasive plant
cheatgrass. Cheatgrass is native to Europe, North Africa,
and the Middle East. It arrived in North America in
contaminated shipments of grain in the early 1860s, and
soon spread across the West. Cheatgrass grows in dense mats
and turns brown early in the growing season, making it the
perfect fuel for wildfire.
The Western states, USDA, and Department of the Interior
took heroic measures at rangeland restoration over several
years in order to reassure the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
that listing the greater sage grouse under the Endangered
Species Act is not warranted. An ESA listing would have
resulted in severe restrictions on virtually all economic
activity on rangeland across 11 Western states. While the
states dodged this particular ESA bullet, the price was
additional restrictions on economic activity on federal land
in the West, which many still find onerous.
The next west-wide endangered species listing caused by an
invasive species may prove to be the whitebark pine tree,
common at higher elevations across the West. The invasive
whitebark pine blister rust disease, which came into North
America in the early 1900s in contaminated nursery stock,
has placed this pine on the candidate list for listing under
the ESA.

THE INCREASE IN REGULATORY BURDENS

Invasive species have done so much damage to native species
that they have contributed to more than 40 percent of the
listings under the Endangered Species Act (ESA). This
means that invasive species contribute significantly to the
regulatory burden society bears under the ESA. Anyone
who would prefer to avoid having their activities subject to
ESA regulation ought therefore to be interested in reducing
the risks posed by invasive species.
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A BETTER WAY

How can we improve our approach to the invasive species
problem?
•Secure the border
One of the most basic roles of the national government is to
secure the borders. Illegal immigration into the United States
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stirs continual public controversy; we have a parallel problem
with illegal non-human immigrants into the country.
The federal government has failed to protect the country
from illegal immigration by invasive species. While building
a wall along the Mexican border would not solve the
problem of illegal invasive species immigration, the federal
government can take a number of concrete steps to reduce
the risks of illegal biological immigrants. In particular, the
U.S. government should negotiate more aggressively with
foreign governments to ensure they do a better job at home
of enforcing international standards designed to prevent the
introduction of invasive species into our nation. We need
more emphasis on keeping invasive species from leaving
their host country in the first place, rather than putting the
burden on CBP to intercept contaminated shipments once
they approach our borders.
We also need to recognize that a handful of other countries
have been more effective at some aspects of invasive species
management than has the United States. New Zealand,
Australia, and South Africa each have some globally
leading practices and policies. The State Department should
proactively facilitate the efforts of USDA, CBP, and FWS
to identify and characterize international best practices,
so those agencies can share those as case studies with our
own state and other federal agencies dealing with invasive
species, so we can take advantage domestically of the best
practices employed by other nations.
The federal government should assist interstate coordination
to combat invasive species, fostering regional approaches to
early detection and rapid response to new invasive species
occurrences, and helping states take a coordinated strategic
approach to established pests. The federal government
should not dictate how the governors set invasive species
priorities or how they decide to approach this issue on a
regional basis, but instead should support their efforts by
directing the appropriate federal agencies in each region
to implement their own programs consistent with the
approach chosen collectively by the governors. In some
cases, this may mean providing budget increases to federal
land management agencies, so they can be more effective
partners and good neighbors in working with the states.
The federal government should also provide a national
information technology infrastructure for the states
to customize and use to organize and support regional
invasive species efforts. This shared platform would be more
cost-effective than expecting the states to create multiple
independent information technology infrastructures to
support regional efforts. On a regional basis, states have
mechanisms for coordinating and sharing information on a
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wide variety of topics. The Southern Governors Association,
Western Governors Association, and Council of Great
Lakes and St. Lawrence Governors and Premiers are all
examples of such coordinating mechanisms. Yet there is
relatively little interaction between these organizations, and
the federal government can help share invasive species best
management practices across regions of the country.
•Provide defense in depth
Any regulatory regime that is 100 percent effective at
excluding invasive species from entering the United States
would likely also be incredibly expensive for business and
government, and very burdensome to administer. The law
of diminishing returns applies. As a result, the U.S. needs
a defense-in-depth strategy with a federally funded and
regionally administered network of state-managed early
detection and rapid response capabilities. Such a system
would detect, identify, and dispose of new invasive species
infestations at their early stages, before they become
widespread and expensive, if not impossible, to eradicate.
•Fund biological and technological research and risk
assessment
Research and development is one area where the federal
government has often excelled. This is true of the field of
invasive species science as well. Research on biocontrol
efforts, where predators, diseases, sterile males, pheromones,
or parasites of the invasive species can be used to control
them, is often promising. One promising biocontrol is the
USDA Agricultural Research Survey’s work on a native
North American bacterium, Pseudomonas fluorescens
(ACK55), which appears to have the capability to destroy
cheatgrass without harming native rangeland grasses. There
have also been great successes with development of highly
selective pesticides, like TFM, and Bayluscide. These are
two compounds that have successfully killed more than 90
percent of exposed sea lamprey larvae in streams flowing
into the Great Lakes, without doing significant harm to
other species inhabiting the streams where the sea lamprey
spawn. As a result, they have been instrumental in restoring
the Great Lakes fishery valued at an estimated $7 billion
annually and representing an estimated 75,000 jobs,
according to the Great Lakes Fishery Commission.
•Remove bureaucratic obstacles/Streamline NEPA
compliance
Ironically, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
is a barrier to environmental quality improvement, at least
when it comes to invasive species. Federal agencies have
to comply with NEPA before applying pesticides to kill
invasive species, or performing other activity to physically
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control invasive species on federal lands, such as conducting
prescribed burns. Even in the best of circumstances the
NEPA process can easily take months. Worse, any extremist
environmental organization can file suit, arguing that the
agency’s NEPA analysis is inadequate thereby delaying the
invasive species project for years.

across the drought-stricken West. Tamarisk also has an
oily sap that burns readily, causing even more habitat
destruction. Furthermore, in riparian areas that flow
through cities, the smoke from the burning tamarisk causes
air pollution and associated public health problems for city
residents with vulnerable respiratory systems.

Meanwhile, the invasive species problem in a particular
locality spins out of control, causing more economic and
environmental damage. The solution is for Congress to
legislatively provide a categorical exclusion from NEPA
for invasive species control projects, or for the Council on
Environmental Quality to do the same by regulation and
provide the same procedural protections for all federal
agencies.

Heavy mechanical equipment and herbicides are the
traditional tools for fighting tamarisk, but Colorado
developed a more elegant solution. In 2005, the Colorado
Department of Agriculture brought tamarisk leaf beetles
into Colorado, under a USDA permit. The beetles feed on
tamarisk in their shared native Asian habitats. This seemed
to be a golden opportunity for Colorado to help other
Western states deal with their own tamarisk infestations.
However, by 2009, USDA revoked all permits for interstate
transportation of the leaf beetle because FWS was

Less efficient but still workable approaches would be for
each agency involved with invasive species control projects
to do either its own categorical exclusion regulation,
or undertake a programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement that would cover all of the agency’s invasive
species control projects nationwide for a number of years.
•Remove bureaucratic obstacles/Streamline ESA compliance
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act requires that
federal agencies consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service before conducting activities that may affect
endangered species or their critical habitat. Situations
occasionally arise where invasive species and endangered
species occupy the same habitat. This is not surprising, since
the invasive species is often a reason that the endangered
species became endangered in the first place. In these
situations, the delays and bureaucracy associated with
Section 7 consultation can lead to abandoning invasive
species control efforts, or delaying them so long that the
chances of eradicating the invasive species are diminished,
and the invasive species is given more time to expand its
range and cause greater economic and ecological damage.
A case in point involves the State of Colorado’s highly
successful campaign to rear bugs that like to eat the
tamarisk/saltcedar tree.
Tamarisk originated in Asia and was imported as an
ornamental shrub to the U.S. early in the 20th Century.
It spread across Western riparian areas (areas adjacent
to rivers and streams), and has displaced native willows
and cottonwoods across the West. Tamarisk depletes
groundwater in riparian areas more extensively than native
trees. As a result, thousands of acre-feet of precious water
is being diverted and consumed by tamarisk—water that
could otherwise support native fish and wildlife, irrigated
agriculture, and the municipal and industrial water supply
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Ironically, the Endangered Species
Act is getting in the way of recovering
endangered species.
concerned that the beetle might spread to tamarisk trees
being used for nesting by an endangered bird known as the
Southwestern willow flycatcher.
Ironically, the spread of tamarisk—and the resulting loss of
native willows—is one reason the flycatcher is endangered.
While the flycatcher will nest in tamarisk if willows are
unavailable, it does not prosper in tamarisk thickets.
The solution is not to ban shipments of the bugs that kill
tamarisk. Instead, it is to restore riparian areas cleared of
tamarisk by replanting native willows and cottonwood trees,
thereby saving water and creating a better flycatcher habitat
at the same time. Luckily, the beetles are doing what beetles
do best: making more beetles. They are spreading naturally
from Colorado to adjacent states, without approval from
FWS regulators, killing water-sucking tamarisk as they
go. Ironically, the ESA is getting in the way of recovering
endangered species.
•Reward good behavior
Companies that take actions to demonstrate full compliance
with invasive species regulations or best management
practices ought to be rewarded with government incentives
in the form of reduced regulatory burdens and cost-sharing
opportunities. For instance, importers who have a strong
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track record of meeting or exceeding regulatory standards
to exclude invasive species ought to be allowed to have
their product go to the head of the CBP inspection line at
ports of entry to the United States, and so receive expedited
treatment for their shipments. Farmers who take steps to
voluntarily control invasive species on their land ought to
receive priority for financial benefits under the Farm Bill.

CONCLUSION

Invasive species are a clear and present danger to the public
health, economy, and environment of the United States.
The issue deserves far more attention from the federal
government than what it is giving to far less pressing
environmental problems. And the federal government
needs to take action focusing on invasive species, including
clearing out the bureaucratic underbrush that is impeding
the ability of the public and private sectors to successfully
address this issue.

Read previous articles from the Green Watch series online
at www.CapitalResearch.org/category/green-watch/.
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